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A STATISTICAlL. COll.aPARISON OF Tlim PHYSICAL FEATURES OF 
THE Z1l1!IIJJ-XHOSA AND SOUTH SOTHO-TSWANA PEOPLES OF 
....... 
SO'!QlT]f AFRICA . 
INTROD1llCT!Ol~ 
•- The Bantu-speaking Negro tribes of South Africa 
have been widely studied in connection with their language, 
their ,history and their culture. Their physical characters 
have also been defined and compared morphologically and, to 
a certain extent, biometrically. Biometrical workers inthe 
past more often took measurements of detribalised Bantu or of 
. 
Bantu a"_Nay from their homes. Under these circumstances it 
would be .more difficult and sometimes ~possible to extract 
the correct information as to their tribal origin. This study 
' 
is based on measurements taken in the course of a lengthy 
journey by motor and trailer through the Ciskei, the Transkei, 
Natal and Zululand, Basutoland and the Bechuanalahd Protec-
torate. The tribes studied are densely concentrated and in 
their purest foria in these Native Reserves, so that recent 
hybrid-elements are minimal. Statistical methods in compar-
ing the physi~al characters of these important Bantu gr-oups 
cf South Africa have been applied;- only this method, in the 
authors opinion, could reveal to what extent one tribe differs 
from its closely related ne~bour. These findings, whether 
p-ositive or negative, seemed to the author to be worth ascer-
taining with a view to correlation with the evidence collect-
ed by linguists, ethnologists and historians. 
' 
/ 
/ 
MATERIAL AND 1\IIETHO:PS 
-------------------------
The Negro physical group of Africa comprises the 
true Negro of West Africa, the Ni~ote in Central Africa north 
of the equator, and the Bantu-speaking tribes to the south of 
the equator_o · The Bantu are kD:oWil to- contain a str<;>ng Hamitic 
strairi and traces of various indigenous and foreign elements. 
Lack of a better designation compels physical anthropologists 
I 
to use the linguistic term 11Bantu 11 , meaning ilpeop~e 11 , when re--
ferring to the Negro population groups of Southern Africa. The 
term "Bantu" actually refers to a large groUp of grammatically 
similar 1-ax)guaies, quite· different from the languages of the 
West African Negro groups or of the Nilotes. The-West African 
Negro, looked upon as the pnrent stock fr'om which Nilote and 
Bantu originated, is tall, dolichocephalic·, with a broad, flat 
nose,·thick lips, a dark-brown skin and a thick:.crop ofblack, 
.I 
woolly hair. Two main South African sub-groups of the Bantu 
are recognized1 n~ely the Nguni and the Sotho, and-the tribes 
which have been investigated all fall into one or other of 
these two main groups. 
The following tribes and nlirJbers of individuals 
from each tribe were studied:-
Gqunukwebe Xhosa . 120 ) • 
Gaika Xhosa • 130 ) • 
Fingo ·• 120 ) • 
Zulu . 150 ) • 
250) 
~ 520 Nguni males 
270) 
.South Sotho • 150 ) • ) 
Kwena Tswana : 150 ) 450 Sotho males 
Kgnl.agadi Tswana : 150 ) 
.;;.T.;;..OT~AL=----....;;.:__;..970 males between the ~es of 21 and_75. 
Some Bushman data ~or comparison with the Bantu 
were ~so· collected. 
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Transkei. They are however greatly concentrated in the King-
• 
williamstown, Kentani and Willowvale Districts. They .are th~ 
leading tribe in the Transkei and form~d the spearhead of re-
sistance against European domination throughout the 19th Cen-
tury. Certain clans of the Xhosa people are known to have 
mixed largely with the Hottentots, e.g.the Ntindeclan. Bantu 
fugitives from Natal between 1815 and 1836 introduced a new 
.tribal t::lement into the Xhosa make-up. During the Kaffir War 
of 1850 a large section of the Xhosa were ejecte'! from the 
Amatole Mountains and driven across the Kei River, but rem-
nants of them are still to be found in the Middledrift Dis-. 
trict (Burton, 1950). 
The Xhosa language contains three clicks. It is 
interesting to note that the Zulu language contains the same 
three, the Sotho .language one of them, while no clicks .are 
f0und in an;y other Bantu language in the Union or in Rhodesia-
Saga (1930) points out that aJLl three clicks ~ad already·been 
acquired by the Xhosa by 1600., but more probably long before 
that. He gites examples of names that already co~tained these 
clicks before 1600. In his opinion they were acquired at a 
very early date from the Bushmen. He is supported in this 
view by Bryant (1950), who thinks that these clicks were ac-
quired in the 15th Century when the Nguni group of Bantu num-
bered only about ·lo,ooo persons. _According to Bryant, they 
were the first immigrants to come into contact with Bushmen 
and Hottentots, who at that tim-e were large pQpulation groups. 
Thus the influence on the language and the physical make-up 
was a considerable one. Professor Doke of the Witwatersrand 
Uhiverstty remarks that clicks. are a non-Bantu linguistic 
phenomenon, and that they are due to influence of the Bushman 
and Hottentot languages (Schapera-Doke, 1937). 
Only persons of pure Xhosa extraction were. select-
ed for measurement : the larger group (96) in the Kentani 
District to the east of the Kei River, and the remaining 34 in. 
the Ciskei. 
8 
F~ (amalVIfengo, her~a:fter called the Fi.ug_Q; symbol :_ F).-
As a result of the Chaka and Dingaan conquests between·1815 
and ~836, thousands of fugitives left Natal and Zulu1and and 
settled amongst the Xhosa and other Eastern Cape Province 
. t:J;ibes, and ... form the basis (Of the present day Fingo • 
The majority belong to the IUubi, Zizi and Bhele tribes. They 
reside irregularly in smaller or bigger colonies between Kok-
stad, Basutoland and the Great Fish River. Also thousands of 
detribalised Fingo are spread on the farms of the Eastern 
Cape Province (Schapera-Van Warme1o, 1937). 
In 1835 twenty thousand semi-enslaved Fingo left 
the Transkei and settled as far west as the Great Fish River 
under European protection. Many Fingo however remained with 
their Xhosa masters, and so introduced a nori-Xhosa element 
into the physical make-up ()f t.he. tribe. Since their emanci-
pation, the Fingo always fought on the side of the Europeans. 
In 1850 the Gaika Xhosa were expelled from the Eastern Amatole 
Mountains and the Fingo took their places in the present Keis-
kamrna Hoek, Middledrift and Alice Districts. The Xhosa were 
driven across the Kei River, but small remhapts remained be-
- . -
hind. The Fingo are intermarrying exterisi vely with their 
I . • 
neighbours, the Xhosa and the Gqunukwebe. T~e Fingo speak 
Xhosa·· and practise Xhosa culture. · Only Fingo of pure Fingo 
parentage were used in this study : 101 in the Ciskei and 19 
in the Kentani District. 
ZuJLu (amaZulu, hereafter called the Zulu; symbol:Z ).-:- BeforE 
the Zulu upheaval, starting about 181.5, the -~ata_l-_Z~l:u+and 
tribes comprised three groups who had settled in Natal before 
1600; : the !{tu.ngwa in Zul.uland, the Lala in_ Natal and the Embo 
in Upper Natal and Swaziland. The Cape tribes had by this -
time already reached their present homes (Bryant, 1950). The 
rulers of the smal]. Ntungwa tribe, the Zulu, started a series 
·of conquests and imposed their l~age and customs upon th~. 
other Natal-Zulul3.nd tribes, conquering and dislodging one 
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after the other. The men were collected and trained for army 
service. Insubordinate clans left Natal in all directions.-
Those that remained in Natal were so thoroughly mixed, 
that it is hJ.rdly possible .to distinguish be tween the Ntungwa., 
Lala and E:rnbo stock, and they are tb be considered as Natal 
Nguni as a whole. 
·The Zulu data were collected from the thickly pop-
ulated area of the Tugela Valley (l\llap 2). The 150 mal-es stud-
ied, represented 98 different Zulu clans in their parentageo 
Moreover Zulu students from all over Natal were measured at the 
Umpumulo Teachers' Training College. 
South Sotho (ba~otho, hereafter called the Sothof symbol: S).-
Before the rise GJf Chaka, the inhabitable western part of Ba-
sutol.and and the adjoining territory (Map 3) wer~ occupied by 
various·south Sotho clans, all probably fair~y similar in lang-
uage and culture. The majority of these clans had come from 
the north west and spoke a Sotho dialect. During the 19th 
Century there was also an influx of small groups, belonging 
to the Bechu:~naland tribes (Ellenberger, 1912; .·Van Warmelo, 
1935) •.. The Taids -of the fugitive Nguni from Natal ousted many 
Sotho clans from their homes. Mos-hesh however collected the 
remnants of the Sotho .clans and weicomed all fugitives who 
sought his protection. To-day the South Sotho reside in Basu-
toland, the Orange Free State, and in the Transkei to the south 
{).f' Basutoland3 It may be pointed out that "Kwena" is an an-
cient designr:ttion amongst the Sotho and Tswana, and refers to 
a tribe who migrated south into Bechuanal.and in the 15th Cen-
tury. This Kwena tribe ·afterwards Sf>].it up intc various sub-
groups, and a small section of it migrated south to the present 
Basutoland (Ellenberger, 1912) ·• 
During the last century sections of' Nguni .from Na-
tal and the Transkei settled in certain parts of Basutoland, 
and at present small communities of Nguni are spread. all over 
Basutoland. They are collectively called "Tebele11 by the' 
' - ... 
10 
Sotho. The author would estimate the Bantu population groups 
in Basutoland as being 50 percent pure Sotho, 25 percent pure 
Nguni and 25 percent hybrid Sotho~Nguni.. This roughly agrees 
with the 1935 census figures for the Tebele given by van 
Warmelo (19:35). 
Ellenberger (1912) points out that the South So-
tho mixed with the Bushmen after their arrival in their pres-
ent home. Several mountains and rivers bear Busbr.uan names, 
and the Sotho language contains several hundred words with a 
click. The Bushmen taught the Sotho to smoke hemp and to cir-
. cumcise their children. The Bushmen allowed their daughters 
to intermarry with the Sotho, and ·certain tribes, especially 
the Fokeng, show traces of Busht:J.an bloQd (66 Fokeng were mea-
sured). Dissension once arose when the son of a Bushwoman 
succeeded to chieftainship. 
Among the 150 males studied in Basutoland,_ there 
were no pure Nguni., but 35 Sotho-Nguni hybrids were included. 
The Sotho section (115 males) represented fourteen clans of· 
pure Sotho stock, and the 35 Sotho-Nguni hybrids represented 
five clans. of Nguni stock. The differenc.e in skin colour 
between.the Sotho and Nguni wa:s so obvious, that it was a 
comparatively easy matter to distinguish between thez;n. The 
Nguni are consistently darker. 
K~ Tswana (baKwena, hereafter calJLed Kwena; symbol: K) •-
The Bantu tribes residing to-day in Bechuanaland, are collect-
·ively known as the Tswana and have a comnron l.an,guage. The 
Kwena sub-division of the Tswana resides in the Kwena Reservt: 
to the west of Gaberones in the Bechuanaland Protectorate. 
This Reserve stretches for a distance of 250 miles from Ga-
berones into theKalahari Desert, and is about 100 miles 
across from north to south. The capital and residence cf the 
chief is Molepolole (lVIap 4). 
The Kwepa, like the other Bantu of Bechuanaland 
'\ 
cannot be said to be permanently settled in ome place through-
out the year.· During the sumr;.1er season they are away from 
"home", cultivating their fields which may ·be 50 miles distant. 
]n winter they congregate in their towns. This mode of living 
is due to scarcity of water, grazing grounds and available 
an 
arable ·land and"'"adaptation by which the tribe is maintain~d in 
the face of conditions strongly disruptive of that so1idarityu 
(Van Warmelo, 1935). In 1934 the male population of Molepolole 
was reported to be about 4000 adults. 
The present Kwena tribe is however only a fraction 
of the large Kwena tribe that entered Bechuanaland from the 
I 
north about 1600. Shortly after its arrival, it started send-
. . 
ing of"9 shoots, e.g. Ngwato, Tawana and Ngwaketse. The attack 
in 1821 by the Tlokwa, a Sotho clan from Basutoland, and the 
slaughter caused by the Tebele not lone after this, left a se-
verely depleted Kwena tribe. The Kwena have been in close con-
tact with the Kg.alagadi, a Tswana group that settled in Bechu-
analand before the Kwena, and with the Sarwa, a predominantly 
Bushman group. The Kwena tribe of Bechuanaland is physically 
the best representative of the Tswana. 
!(galagadi Tswana (baKgalagadi, also called the Vaalpe!!-.§3, here-
after. called the JS,galagadi; abbreviation ~p.J., symbol : Kg ) .-
The Kgalagadi speak a group of related Tswana dialects. There 
are numer_ous clans, widely spread from Ngamiland and the Ngw~to 
Reserve in the north, as far south as the· Mafeking, Kuruman 
and Vryburg Districts in the Union of South Africa. These Kga-
lagadi clans are components of about. seven bigger groups, and 
these do not all seem to have had a common origin:- Kgwatleng, 
Boloongv~a, Shaga, Ngologa, Pedi, Phaleng ans Shiwana. Their 
traditions indicate that they formerly occupied the land at 
present owned by the Kwena and their offshoots, but that they 
were broken up and driven towards the Desert by invading Kwena~ 
At present thelargest number of Kgalagadi, while 
. I 
numbering about 2500, according to Schapera and Van der Merwe 
' 12 
(1945), are concentrated in the Kgalagadi District between the 
Kwena Reserve and the Sou.th West Africa border; (see Map 4). 
The Kgalagadi residing in the Tswana reserves, used to perform 
servile duties for their masters, but the position has been im-
, 
proved as a result of the interference of the Admini~tration. 
The Kgalagadi in turn use the Sarwa Bushmen to perform certain 
tasks for them, and they openly claim Sarwa individuals as 
their personal property. 
Although the Kgalagadi also keep livestock and 
cultivate the soil, they depend to a certain extent upon hunt-
ing. The arid nature of the country, which has ro.annual rain-
. ~--..!all .of only 10 inches, is responsible for this. The villages 
are'concentrated where there are permanent water holes. As a 
result of the greater amount of meat they eat, and less grain, 
·the Kgalagadi are well built and muscular. I did not find any 
with supe~fluous·adipose tissue, as was common amongst the 
South Sotho and, to a lesser extent, amongst the Fingo and Zulu. 
All the authorities point out that the Kgalagadi 
have been affected by Bushman admixture, more than any other 
Bantu-speaking group in Southe':n Africa. A sub-.~roup of the 
Kgalagadi.,. known as the baLala, has come-· into exi-stenc_e as a 
, 
result of this interbreeding. The Lala liye a hunting life 
like the Sarwa, and are.looked upo:r:- as much inferior. to the 
Kgalagadi. The Kgalagadi use Sarwa women as concubines. 
The Kgalagadi males studied, were all resid~nt in 
the Kwena Rese~ve and comprised the following tribal groups·:-
83 Boloongwa (at Metsebotl.oko, Kudumalapshwe, Letlhakeng and 
I • 
Lophephe; 49 KgWatleng ((at Letlhakeng); 10 Sh~a. (at Tsets~ng 
and Kang)·; 8 Phaleng (at Suping and Molep~lole); (s;e Map 4). 
Bushmen (symbol : B).- While i:q. Bechuanaland, I also measured 
' 5 sarwa men, whom I considered represe~tatives. of the Bushmen. 
. ' ' 
To these .have been added the dat~ obtained from the fo]bwing 
sources :-Keen (1947 and in the press); D~t (1937). The 
Bushman crania measured for these data, were the collections 
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I Qf the National Museum,, Bloeilifcntein, of the Anatomy Department, 
of the University of Cape Town, and of the South African Museum, 
Cape Town. 
Methods 
-·--·--
The measurements used, are listed in Tables 1, 9, 
17, 23, 28 and 36. They comprised 25 direct measurements of 
the vault, face, nose and ear, 20 direct measurements of the 
trunk and limbs, and 5 calculated m·easurements. From the mea-
surements 28 indices were derived, - 15 of the vault, face, 
nose and ear, and 13 of the trunk and limbs. Most of the.se 
the 
measurements we're made according to" definitions found in Martin 
(.1928). 
In the case of the following measurements the neces-
sary landmarks were first palpated and marked with a so~uble' 
white pencil dipped in water.- minimum frontal width., width 
of tl're eyebrow ridges (between the external angular processes)., 
nasion, tragion; external orbital margins, supra-sternale, 
meso-sternale, symphysion, acromion, :radiale, stylion, tibiale, ~ 
spherion and iiio-cristale. 
'l'he. indices were read off as whole numbers with the ~ 
aid of prepared charts. Cranial Capacity was calculated by 
means of the Lee-Pearson formula :-
Cranial Capacity= .000337(L-ll)(B-l~)(H-ll)+406.0l. 
In tpe case .of the Bushman crania (Keen, 1947), the cranial 
capacity had been established by means of the w·elcker set of 
tables (Martin, 1928); from these ~results the supra-auricular 
head heights were determined by using the Lee-Pearson formula. 
In order to be able to compare the data obt~ined from the skulls 
I 
with the measurements on the living, allowancep must be made 
for skin thickness. In the case of maximum length of the skull, 
? mm. were added, for maximum breadth of the skull 10 mm., for 
• ·-------~--------·--- -------·-· ---·- ~--,.----
JL4 
maximum bi-zygomatic width of the s~ll 6 uo., for upper facial 
height 1 mm., and for miniouru · frontal width 6 rru:1. 
The length of the middle finger was determined ac-
cording to the method used by Bertillon (Martin, 1928)'. Tne 
fingers are flexed at right angles' and the middle finger is 
measured from the knuckle to the tip; the thickness of the end 
~f the metacarpal is therefore inc~uded in'the length of the 
middle finger. The C\lbi tal length (B_ertillon) is the distance 
between the tip of the olecranon and the tip of the middle finge. 
er, when the fore-aro is flexed at the elbow. 
From the data obtained, I calculated the oeans, 
the standard deviations and the coefficients· of variability 
by the recognized oethods, after choosing a suitable class in-
terval. A further method used, was the calculation of the 
critical ratio of the difference between the oeans. The -formu-
la used for obtaining the critical ratio was :-
critical ratio ~ Iv1 1 IVI~ _ 
~ c.r.- - E1. ,_ 
where M1 · is the bigger oean,_ Ml. the smalJLer oean, and £, and 
e.2.the respective standard deviations of the means. The denom-
inator in this formula is calJLed the standard .error of the 
------------
difference. 
In this study the cri ticaJ_. rati·os ranged from al-
most 0 to 9.8 in the case of the Bantu groups, and even higher 
where. the Bantu we_re compareq with the Bushmen. Critical 
ratios below 2.5 have been omitted as insignificant. This 
makes ample allowance for chance distribution of the data.· 
If the critical ratio is 2.5, a difference equal to or greater 
than the observed difference between the two means will, ac-
cording to_the laws of probability, not occur in more than 6 
in a 1000 of any selection of individuals from the same group. 
The critical ratios between 2.5 and 4.4 have been taken as 
significant, and above 4.4 as highly significant. 
/ 
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R E S U L. T S 
SECTION 1 - THE VAULT! 
------... ·--·-
In Table 1 appear the results of 11 measurements ancl 
indices of.the vault of the head in the 7 Bantu tribes which 
were studied, and in the Bushr:H::n. In Table 2 ap:t)ear the crit-
• 
ical ratios of the diff'ererices. At the head of' each small col-
umn is indicated which groups have been contrasted. The Bantu 
groups were not all compared with each other. On the other 
hand the Kgalagadi and the Bushoen were compared with all .the 
Bantu groups available, as se~n in the right hand half of Tabl.e 
2. At the foot of. each coluriln tb.e critical r.:J.tios have been 
expressed as percentages of insignificaPt (0 to 2.4), signific-
ant (2.5 to 4.4), and highly significant (4•5;.;) difft.rences. 
At the end of 'I'able 2 is a colurJn giving the order in which the 
tribec are arranged in accordance with their r~;e:1ns, the tribes 
with the l.argest dimensions being placed to the left, ~nd 
those with the smallest dirJensions to the right. VVhen the 
critical indicated an insignifiC.2!lt difference, the tribes are 
bracketed. 
Maxim!!EL ... Head Length.!.....Maximum_Head Breadth~!!£ Br~adthf1_@ngth 
Index.- The 1~eans seen in Tnble 1 show th3.t the Bantu tribes 
as regards maximurn head length show very. _little. d~f~erence .. As 1 
regards maxin1Um head bread.th, there are t1:~o separate classes, 
. . . . 
' 
with a fairly big interval between .the narrow Kgalagadi and. · 
- -. ~ 
Kwena on the one side, and the other tribes on the other siqe .• 
We thus find less uniformity in he~d width. The breadth/length' 
index has 3 wide range, with the Zulu- and Fingo heads_ on the 
brachycephalic side, the Kwena and Kgalag::tdi on· the hyperdoli...: 
chocephalic side. The breadth/length indices have been divided 
into the recognized groups and the percent.::tge distribution is 
indicated in 'I'able 3. 
( 

1!. 
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Br~adthlt~th In~ 
Dolichpcephalic Mesaticephalic Brachycephalic 
_ (X-.75) . --· (76-8Ql_ (81-X) 
Gqunukweb.e • 70!18% 27.5% 1.7% • 
Xhosa . 73.1~ 26. 2";{, 0.7% • 
J?ingo • 69.~ 26. 7'~ 4.25[ • 
Zulu • 57.4'-j. 39. 3~~ 3.3y~ • 
Sotho : 75. 31~ 24. 7~~ 0.07~ 
Kwena • 82. O:i. J.S.Oj~ o.o,~ • 
Kgalogadi . 88. 7'1~ 11. 3;E 0.0)~ .. 
I 
----- - ---
!12ntu Total • 74. CT<{ 24.6<{ _]..~~' • 
-- ---
Bushmen 14.4/'~ 61.5/, 24.lj.. 
I.gble 3, showing the percentages of d9lichoc~phaly, mesati-
cephaly and brachycephaly among the Bantu tribes examined 
and the Bushmen. 
,..§!:!J2!:a-auri,£Hlar Head He!g£lt (No. ~ Tabl£2 1 and £,h- This 
dimension ~vas· obtained by deducting auricular atature from 
statuve. For both measurements the head was in the Frankfort 
plane. This is the indirect ~ethod, for which.no head spanner 
is used •.. 
In connection with the supra-auricular head b.eight" 
the highest mean is seen in the Zulu, the lowe.st in the Kgala-
_ga.di. The coefficients ot variabil-ity of this dioension ·show 
t.hat the supra-auricular head height is a more variabl~ factor 
than the maximum head breadtl".t (Table 1). 
These two indices have been divide;d into the re~-
ognized groups and, after calculating the percentages, the 
di·stribution of' these two factors in the seven Bantu· groups 
and in the Bushr.aen is shown i,n Tables 4 and 5. 
' 
' . ··-·-·· ·-~ . .,. 
17. 
HeightLLength Index. 
Chamaecephalic 
.... (X- :i:Zl 
Orthocephalic 
C~8-62L 
Hypsicephalic 
._(63-Xl 
Gqunuk\;;e be 39.2% 39.2% 21. 6[~ 
Xhosa 25.4% 50.8% 23.8% 
Fingo 34.2% 45.0%. 20.8% 
Zulu ' 15.3% 40.7% 44.0% 
Sotho 42.7% 46.7fo 10.6% 
K"v1ena 28.7% 48.0% 23.3% 
Kgalagadi 44.7%' 45.3% 10.0% 
Bantu Total: 32·~- 42.1~ 22.0~ 
' 8.8% 37.9% 53.3% Bushmen 
Table 4 showing the percentages of chrumaecephaly, orthocephaly 
and hypsicephaly among the Bantu tribes examined and the 
Bushmen. 
lfeight/Breudth _Index. 
V" 
Tapeinocephalic 
(X-282 
Ivletrioce~halic 
cz~- 42 _ 
Acrocephalic 
~ 82-X~ 
Gqunukwebe 47.5% 30.0% 22.5% 
Xhosa 32. 3'% 40.8% 26.9% 
. 
Fingo 47. 57; 30·. 8%' 21.7%. 
Zulu . 25.3% 38. 7?b 36.0% . 
Sotho 44.7% 44.0% 11.3% 
K1>1ena 32.0% 37.3% 30.7% 
Kgalagadi 32.0% 48.0% 20.0~6 
- -----· 
Bantu Total: 
·l'L..JlL 31l....2L_- _2lt.2~ 
Bushmen 38.8% 46~6% 14.6% 
Table 5', showing the percentages of tapeinocepha1y, motrio-
cephaly and acrocephaly among the Bantu tribes examined and 
the Bushmen. 
18. 
Cr~§l Capacity.-· The calcule.ted cranial capacities have 
been divided into the recognized groups and the percentage 
distribution of the three groups has been determined in the 
seven Bantu tribes and in the Bushmen. The results are pre-
sented in Table 6. 
Cranial ca12aci ty 
Oligencephalic .Euencephalic Aristencephalic 
~X-l222l ~ 1300-1449l (1420-Xl 
Gqunukwebe 44.2% 42.5% 13.3%. 
. I . 
Xhosa 44.6% 43.8% 11.6% 
Fingo ·40. 8% 47.5 11.7% 
Zulu 40.0% 41.3% 18,.7% 
Sotho 50.6% 40.3~0 9,1% 
Kwena . 62.7% 32. 71~ 4.6% .. 
· Kgalagadi ·• 70.7% 27.3% 2.0% • 
Bantu Total: 21.2~ 39·2~ 2!6z; 
Bushmen so. 6~h 17.5% 1.9%· 
Table 6. Analysis of the cranial capacity results, show-Ing the percentages of oligencepilaly, euencephaly and ar-
istencephaly among the Bantu tribes examined and the Bush-
men. 
The cranial capacities of the Bantu tribes analysed here~ agree 
with the cranial capacities for the 1A!est ·African :·~egroos given 
by Martin (1928) and Sir Arthur Keith (1911). They also agree 
vri th the figures gi von for tho Mozambique Bnnt..1 by J .R. Dos 
Santo Junior ( 1945). 
Mini~;:_ontal_Width and Transverse Fronto/Parietal Index.-
An analysis has been made of the transverse fronto/parictal in-
dex, because the relation between the minimum frontal width and 
the maximum head brendth shov.rs considernblo variations in the 
different Bantu tribes and tho Bushmen. The indices havo been 
divided arbitrarily into three groups:- A : X-67~ B : 68-74~ 
C : 75-X, and the pGrcentage distribution of the three groups 
is given in Table 7. 
19. 
Transverse Fronto/Parietal Index. 
A B c 
Jf.:-67.2. c 68-z4l cz.2-x~ 
Gqunukwebe 15.8% $7~5% 26.7% 
Xhosa 16.9% 6~~9% .19'.2% 
Fingo 15.0% 70.0% 15.0% 
Zulu 14.7% 70.6% 14.7% 
Sotho 16.7% 76.7% 6.6% 
Ktvena 18.0% 68.0% 14-.o% 
Kgalagadi • 12.7% · 76.of; 11.3% .
... ·--~-·---· 
]3ant"~L.f!OtC?-.L1__15. 7% 69 4c:1 ...._...!._/) 14,9% 
Bushmen 0 32.'0% 62. 57& 5.5% . 
Table Zo Analysis of the transverse·. frc:ato/pari ~tal in-
dices, showing the percentage distribution among the 
Bantu tribes and the Busr~en, after arranging the indices 
into three groups. · 
The mean transverse fronto/parietal index for the· Bantu given 
by Keen (1947) agrees with my figures. The 11/est African Negro 
has a narrovver forehead than the Soul:th African Bantu (Martin, 
1928), and thus the transverse fronto/parietal index is lower. 
The Mozambique Bantu hov.revor has a ',-V'idor forehead, and as a 
consequence a higher index (Dos Santos Junior, 1945). 
Bi-m~stQid W~i-mastoid/Bi~_arietal Index.--
The bi-mastoid width does not appec:r for the Bushmen, because 
only five living Bushmen were measured, and this particular 
dimension was not made use of in the skull data used for 
comparison. The bi-mastoid/bi-parietal index has been 
divided arbitrarily into three groups :- A : X-83, B : 84-89, 
C : 90-X? and the percentage distributiml is given in 
Table 8 .. 
20. 
Bi-mastoid/Bi-parietal _Index. 
A B (X-831 (84-821 
· Gqunukvrebe 4.2% I . 46.7% 
Xhosa 6.9% 5 c1 7 • 7;c 
.. 
Fingo 10.9% 68.3% 
Zulu 14.7% 59.3% 
Sotho 7.3% 52. 7/?: 
· Kt.·rena. . 4. 7J6 4 '1 . 9. 3io 
Kgalagadi 0.7% 42.7% 
--.~..,..___~- .. ··.>>-......-....--
Bantu Total: 0_0% _23. 5'(6 
-- .... ": _,., 
c 
(90-X} 
49.1% 
35.4~$ 
2'Q. 8% 
21:. oc: o. ;a 
40 -.·oc?.  ,.) 
46 Oc1 • /0 
56.6% 
39.2% 
Table 8o Analysis of the bi-m~stoid/bi-pariotal in-
diccs~show~ng the percentage distribution among the 
Bantu tribes and tP.G Bushmen~ afte,;r. .aJ:_!e-~lg~ng ~+~.E? .. 
indices into three· g"rbl_tps. 
The dimension of the bi-mastoid widths in various groups is 
·given by Martin (1928) as follows: Bavarians 116, Tyrolese 
122, Proto-Egyptians 116, and the bi"':'mastoid/bi-parietal in-
dices in general are low. As cru1 be seen in Table 1~ the 
Zulu and Fingo present the lmll'est figures for t:11s ·index. 
This reflects a Hamitic strain absorbed-by these-two Bantu 
groups. 
. • 
21. 
SECTION 2 - THE FACE, 
In Table 9 ·a.ppear the results of 11 measurements 
and 5 indices of the face in the 7 Bcmtu tribes studied and 
in the Bushmeno In Table 10 appear the critical ratios of 
the differences. The tribes vlere contrasted in the same 
groups as for the vault dimensions and indices in Table 2. 
It will ~e seen that many Of the data are not available for 
the Bushmen, but the j_mportant facial dimensions could be de-
duced from the skull data available in the literature. At 
the end of Table 10 is a column giving the order in which the 
tribes are arranged in accordance with their means, the tribes 
with the largest dimensions being placed to the left, and 
those with the smallest dimensions to tho right. When the 
critical ratios indicated an insignificant difference, the 
tribes are bracketed • 
l!{idth of the Ey£bt£.W Ridges, MaxiEE:d.!! B~-zygo~atic 'rlidth and 
EyebrovJ'!'id€;e/Bi- zygomatic Index.-
- ~- The vridth of the eyebro\v 
ridges was taken as the distance bet1.rJOon tho external angular 
processes. The width of tho eyebrow ridges does not appear 
for the Busl~en, because only 5 living Bushmen were measured, 
and this particular dimension was not made use of in the data 
used for comparison. 
As regards the width of the eyebrow ridges, it 
. can be seen in Table 9 that the means of the 7 Bantu tribes 
! 
fall into two classes, 1>1i th a considerable range between the 
means. The critical ratios in Table 10 express highly sig-
nificant differences for some of the groups that ·were con-
trasted. The difference as regards the ·width of the eyebrow 
ridges was so striking 2mong tho different Bantu tribes, that 
a nevr index, involving this dimension 1.•TaS introduced. This 
index, called tho eyebrOitlridge/bi-zygomatic index, compares 
the 1vidth of the eyebrm.., ridges \vith tho maxinum bi-zygomatic 
vJidth. M1 analysis has been made of this index. The indices 


22 • 
. t-Te-re divided arbiti>"a:rrily into two groups :- A : X-82, 
B : 83-X, and the percentage distribution is given in 
Table 11. 
~eq,;ro.}JTidge/Bi-z:y:go_m§\tic Index. 
A B 
(X-~82). J83-Xl 
Gqunukwebe 30.8% 69.2% 
Xhosa 57.0% 43.0% 
Fingo 49.2% 50.8% 
Zulu 48.7% 51.3% 
Sotho 66.076 34.0% 
K,_.;ena 6o.o% 40.0% 
Kgalagadi 55.3% 44.7% 
......... ____ 
Bantu TotnLL.._3~1% __ 46.~. 
Table 1lo Analysis of the eyebroviTidg~i-zygomatic 
Indi'Ce'S; sho1r1ing the' porcente.ge distribution among 
· the Bantu- tribes, after e.rre.nging tho indices. into 
t1.vo groups. 
The prominence of the eye-
brow ridges was noted in every individual examined 7 and the 
observatiqns were. divided into thrco cla,_sses :- .A .: eyebrow 
ridges, absent, B: eyebrow ridges present~ C: eyebrow ridges 
prominent; the percentage distribution has been determined 
in the 7 Bantu tribes, and the results are presented in 
Table 12. 
1;\:,~-- ,·--~~··- r -· - t':~;ft,f.~ ~~-
. :: ~ 
23. 
Prominence qf Eyebrow Ridg~ 
Eyebrow Ridges 
A B c 
Absent Present- Prominent 
Gqunukvrebe 73.3% 17.5% 9.2% 
Xhosa 68.5% 25.3% 6.2% 
Fingo 63.9% 3t~. l% 2.0% 
, 
Zulu 84.7% 12.7% 2.6% 
Sotho 77.3% 19. 71{ 3.0% 
Kwena 93.3% 4.7% 2.0% 
Kgalagadi 78. 05g 16.0% 6.0% 
Bantu Total: 77.7% . l~.otf 4.3% ~-.... 
Table 12. Analysis of the prominence of the 
~yebrow ridges, shovring the percentage distri-
bution among the Bantu tribes, after arranging 
the data into three groups. 
... 
'l! 
l 
J. 
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Maximum Bi-zygomatic Width 2 T.l£.12.§.E.. Facial H€d!ht 9 Total Faci,al -~--­
Heightj Upper Facial Index and Tot?l Facial Index -~Tables 2 
and to_.-
The upper facial indices and the total facial in-
I 
dices have been divided into the recognized groups and, after 1
11 calculating the percentages, the distribution of these two • 
factors in the 7 Bantu 'tribes and in the Bushuen is shown in 
Tables 13 and 14. ' 
' 
U{tQer Facial Index 
Euryenic Me sonic Leptenic 
CX-4Z2 (48- ~22 _123.:.ll_ 
Gqunukwebe 4o.o% 42.5% 17.5% 
Xhosa • 46.2% 46.2% 7.6% .
Fingo 35.8% 45.8% 18.4% 
Zulu· 18.0% 50.6% 31 4c:1 • /0 
Sotho 18.0% 56 c1 • 7i•.1 25.3% 
K1-.rena 17. 37~ 39.3% 43.4% 
Kgalagadi 56.4% 32.7% 10.9% 
Bantu Total: 22.1~ 4z. BzG 25.!.-!.?C?..-
Buslllnen 56.4% 32.7% 10.9% 
Table 13~ shovri~g tho percentages of euryeny 7 meseny 
and lepteny among. the Bantu tribes examined and 
the Bushmen. 
' j 
.; 
• 
- - if': 
24. 
Total Facial Index 
Euryprosopic Mesoprosopic LeptoQrosopic 
_J.~.:J2.3.L_:_ ... _.J .. §..'t 87 >. _ ~ _ ( 88-X) 
Gqunuk:vre be 49.2% 2n 5"'1 (. p 23.3% 
Xhosa 48.4% 30 8111 • I') 20.8% 
Fingo 43.3% 28.3% 28.4% 
Zulu 21.4% 24.0% 54 6rfi • ;J 
Sotho 23.3% 26.0% 50.7% 
Kwena 26.0% 20.7% 53.3% 
Kgalagadi 27.4% 23.3% 49.3% 
-
·g-
-
Bantu Total= 33.1% 25.6% 41.3% 
- -=--~..,._. 
Bushmen 67.2% 8o:i 15. /~ 17.0% 
Tab1~ ~4, shmving the percentages of euryprosopy, 
mesoprosopy and leptoprosopy among the Bantu tribes 
examined and the Bushmen. 
J 
There is no· appreciable difference between my 
figures for the mean upper facial height and the m0an upper 
\ 
facial index and those given b;{ Keen ( 1947) for the South 
African Bantu, by Martin ( 1928) for the Congo Bantu, and by 
Keith (1911) and Seligman (1932) for the Nilotes. . In the 
cas·e of cranial data, adjustments were made to allmr~ for skin 
thickness as described above. 
calculated from the maximu.11 breadth of the mandible and the 
maximum length of the mandible. In the living I calculated 
the mandibular index from the bigonial ividth and tho auricula-
gnathion length, and thus \:ro soc that tho mandibular index in 
tho living brings into play the \Alidth, 1(.3ngth ar:..d height of 
the mandible. An analysis has been made of the m9.nd:tbular 
index. The indices have been divided arbitrarily into t\.ro 
groups:- A : X-75, B 76-X 7 and the percent9.ge dist:.. .. :i.bution 
of the three groups is given in Table 15. 
25. 
Mandibular Index. 
A B 
<~=-ill J..Z§-Xl 
Gqunulnjebe 66.7% 33.3% 
Xhosa 38.8% 61.2% 
Fingo 57.5% 42.5% 
Zulu 47.3% 52.7% 
Sotho 36 6d • ;o 63.4% 
Kitrena 27.3,% 72. 7/a 
Kgalagadi 36.0% 64.0% 
---""'~"""""" __ ,__~._,. 
Bantu Total: ~3~w _ _2?.7;;f 
Table 15. Analysis of tho mandibular indices? 
~tho percentage distribution among the 
Bantu tribes, after arranging tho i:.:-.Ldi cos into 
two groups. 
Bilabial Height 2 Width of tho Mouth, Bilabial Index (Table 9).-
The high coefficients of variability of tho bilabial height 
indicate that this factor is more variable than the width of 
the mouth. Tho bilabial indices of the 7 Bantu tribes studied 
and of the Bushmen have boon divided arbitrarily into three 
groups:-·· A : X-39~ B : 40-44, C : 45-X, and the ·percentage 
distribution is shmvn in Table 16. 
A 
i&:.3.21.· 
Gqunukwebe 26. 7~% . 
Xhosa 41.5% 
Fingo 53.4% 
Zulu 26.0% 
Sotho 48.7% 
K"tvena . 8 \(-: J.;.v;':J 
Kgalagadi 42.0% 
B 
(40-41ti 
21 T" • ;u 
28 5c/ 
• /!) 
23 -,c1 
• 5/) 
22 r;t1 
• 'p 
26. o~; 
28. Oj~ 
24.0% 
c 
(45-X) 
51.6% 
30.0% 
23.3% 
5_1. 3% 
25.3% 
34.0% 
Banffi. Tots_l_.L. J3.4% .. _ _S2._9i~ _ _.3.2~%L 
Bustu!len 52. O% 16. 01:; 32. o;s 
Table.16. Analysis of the bilabi2.l indices~ showing tho percent-
ago distribution among tho Bantu tribes and tho Busl"11ncn 7 r,ftor 
arranging tho indices into three groups. 
26. 
SECTION 3 - THE NOSE 
In Table 17 appear the results of 7 measurements 
and 4 indices of the nose in the 7 Bantu tribes studied and 
in the Bushmen. In Table 18 appear the critical ratios of 
the differences. The tribes have been contrasted in the 
same groups ·as for the vault and the facial dimensions <::.nd 
indices in Tables 2 and 10. The skull data available in 
connection with the nasal dimensions of the BuslLmen, could not 
be made use of in the living~ so that only the measurements of 
25 living Bushmen were used. ·As can be seen in Table 17 7 
Bushman data on onl:r four nasal dimensions were available in 
the literature. A column at the end of Table 18 gives the 
order in which the tribes are arranged in accordance with 
their means, the tribes with the largest dimensions being 
placed to the left, and those vli th tho smallest dimensions to 
the right. vlhen tho critical ratios indicated ·an insignifi-
cant difference 7 the tribes are bracketed. 
Nasal Types in the S·outh African Bantu. - The shape of the 
nose was noted in every individual examir..ed and the observa·· 
tions were placed into three groups~ nam0ly Negro, Hamitic and 
Bushman-Hottentot; the percentage distribution-of" the three 
types has been determined, and tho results are sho\vn in Table 19. 
Nasal Types in the .§_out]l Af.I:iC@. Bantu 
Negro Hamitic 
--·-
Bu~hiTI§l]l:-Hot t_ontot 
Gqunukwebe 40% 40% 20% 
Xhosa 42% 55cr1 . ;o 3% 
Fingo 42%. 541~ 4c1 ;o 
Zulu 38% 60% 2% 
Sotho 43% 50% 7% 
50% 37% ' 13% "Kv1cna 
Kgalagadi 36% 32% 32% 
·-----·· ·---·-
Bantu Total~ 41.6~ 46.z~ 11.2% 
-----------
Table 12, 9 shov1ing tho analysis of t.he nasal shapes observed 
in the 7 South African Bantu tribes studied, into the three 
main types - Nego 9 Hamitic and Bushman-Hottentot. 

27. 
Orbi to-nasal Arc, External Orbi t.al Width_£Qd Orb;l_t~~al 
Index.-
As can be seen in Table 17, the. means for the 
orbi to-nasal arc and the external orbital l•lidth vary consider-
ably. The orbito-nasal index has been divided arbitrarily 
into three groupS:·· A : X-87, B ~ 88-90, C : 92··X, and the 
percentage distribution of the three groups is given in 
l• 
Table 20. 
Orbito-nasal Index 
-
A B c 
.i!::.§Zl ( 88-9Q2 (22-Xl 
Gqunuki!Jebe 17.5% 51.7% 30.8% 
Xhosa 16.9% . 59.3% 23.8% 
Fingo 18.3% 59.2% 22.5% 
Zulu 26.0% 60.7% 13.3% 
Sotho 27.3% 47.4% 25.3% 
Kt.vena 19.3% 57.4% 23.3% 
Kgalagadi n . 23. 31~' 49.4% 27.3% . 
=··-"'"-"'~-_,..,~ .. --------___,-..... ..,... ... .-~ 
£3_@tU .. T_f?J~l_L.-2~-· 9{1_, 2}.6% 
Table 20. Analysis of the orbito-nasal indices 9 
showing the percentage distribution·among the 
Bantu tribes 7 after arranging the indices into 
thr(3e groups. 
N~~ _Roo!..]levat~_on, Internal Orbital Width and Nasat~ot 
~---
The nasal root elevation was taken as t\vice 
the difference betvmen the orbi to- nasal arc and the external 
orbital width. The coefficients of variabi 1.i ty of the nasal 
· root elevation and the nasal root index indicate that these 
b,vo nasal features aro highly variable (Table 17) in compari .... 
son vli th the other nasal dimensions and indices. 
The nasal root index has been divided ar-
bitrarily into two groups :- A : X-69, B : 70-X, and tho 
percentage distribution is given in Table 21. 
'·.-. -
;; • 
28. 
Nasal Root Index. 
A B 
l_X-691_ 170-~ 
Gqunukwebe 6o.o% 40.0% 
Xhosa 47.7% 52.3% 
Fingo 45.0% 55 eO% 
Zulu 34. 7~~ 65.3% 
Sotho ")0 7r:j 
...,> • ,c 69.3% 
Kwena 48.7% 51.3% 
·Kgalagadi 51.3% 48.?% 
J3antu)~~l. : 44.9%_ 22·1~ 
Table 21. Analysis of the nasal root indices, 
showing the percentage distribution among the 
Bantu tribes, after arranging the indices into 
b . .vo groups. 
Nasal He~h.:b Nasal Width and Nasal Inde;. - In 
Table 22 the nasal indices have been divided into the re-
cognized groups and the percentage distribution is indicated. 
Nasal Index 
Mesorrhine Chamaerr h·ine Hyperchamaerrhine 
(X-8lt2_~ ( 82:-32.2 ~100-X} 
Gqunukwebe 18.3% 55.9% 25'.8% 
Xhosa 23.1% 57.7% 19.2% 
Fingo 29.2% 58.3% 12.5% 
Zulu 4o.o% 49. 37b 10.7% 
Sotho· if: 41.3% 5l.L~% 7.3% 
Kwena 30 oc;? • ?o 52 7c/ • /0 17.3% 
Kgalagadi 29.3% 56.0% 14.7% 
--
J?_antu Total: 3o_.z% · ~.2~ 12.12f 
Bushmen 4.0% 32.0% 64.0% 
Table 22, showing, the percentages of mesorrhiny, 
c1lamaerrhiny, and hyperchamaerrhiny among the 
Bantu tribes examined and the Bushmen. 

SECTION 4 - THE EAR 
In Table 23 appear the results of 4 measurements 
and 2 indices of the ear in the 7 Bantu tribes studied and in 
. the Bushmen. In Table 24 appear th.e critical ratios of the 
differences. The tribes were contrasted in tho same groups 
as for the vault~ facial and nasal dimensior.s and indices in 
Tabl·es 2 9 10 and 18. Data ori t\.;o ear dimensj_ons we.re not 
available. for the Bushmen. At the end of Table 24 is a 
colu~n giving the order of tho tribes arranged in the same 
way as in Tables 2, 10 and 18. 
Ear H~iggt (also called Total Ear Height or_Physionomic Ear 
lfergh"t}.-
In Table 25 the ear heights have been divided into 
the recognized groups and the porcEmta.ge distribution is 
indicated. 
Hypermicrotic Hieratic lViesotic Nacrotic 
__ (X-54 mm. )_ (25..:5..9 ~ _(6Q:6_4l (62_:-X r@!;l 
Gqunukwebe 16.7% 35.8% 34.2% 13.3% 
Xhosa 16.2% 36.9% 36. 2~~ 10. 7~b 
Fingo 7.5% 21.7% r;o.o% 20.8% 
Zulu 13.3% 32. 71.~ 38.0% 16.0% 
Sotho 16.0% 35.3% 4o.o% 8.7% 
Kwena . 34.0% 36.7% 23. 3J~ 6.0% . 
Kgalagadi 24.7% 44.0% 22.6% 8.7% 
Bantu Total 18.8% 35~ _.14.4% 11,8~-
Bushmen 36.o% 60.0% 4.o% o.o% 
Table 25 9 shov.ring the percentages of hypermicroty, microty~ mesoty and ma.croty among the Bantu tribes 
examined and the Bushmen. 
Ear Ji~@1 ( a~9_called Physionomic Ear Width) .. m.ill. Ear Indo~.­
The ear indices have been divided arbitrarily into 
three groups: A : X- 57~ B = 58-61~ C : 62-X, and the 

'-
30. 
percentage distribution of ~he three groups is given in 
Table 26. 
Ear I!ldex 
B c 
<:~8-61l (62-JQ. 
Gqunukwebe 26.7% 33-3% 4o.o% 
Xhosa 35.4% 21.5% 43.1% 
Fingo 32.5% 30 Br1 • iO 36.7% 
.Zulu 34.0% 36.7% 29.3% 
Sotho 29.3% 40oO% 30.7% 
'Kwena 44.?% 26.6% 28.7% 
Kgalagadi 50.7% 28.?% 20.6% 
Bantu Total -~6.6~ 3~.?~ ,32.2~ 
Bushmen 64.0% 20.0% 16.0% 
Table 2q. Analysis of the ear indices, showing 
tbe percentage distribution among the Bantu tribes 
and the BusJ:1men, after arranging the indices into 
three groups. 
Height of Ear Lob1,1]-~. Three main types of ear· lobules 
were observed amongst the Bantu and the Bushmen :- A) The 
well developed and unattached, \"lith a convex lower edge;; 
B) The we·ll developed and attached; C) The pract-ically 
absent lobule, where the cartilage of the helix continues 
obliquely below the incisura intertr..e&£! or stops short 
In types A and B the height of the lobule :Ls 
t?ken as the distance between the lowest point on the in-
cisura intertragica and a line touching'the tip of the 
lobule horizontally; in type C tho height of tho "lobule" 
is nevertheless given as the distance between the lowest pointj 
on the incisura i~tert_ragica and a point on tho lower edge 
vertically belm . ..r it. The oblique 11 lobulc 11 in this ~ase may 
measure as much in height as type A. 
Observations were made of the 3 main type::s pr"'~sent 
in the Bantu and the Bushmen,.and the percentages are given 
in Table 27. 
'l 
-i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
31. 
1~'J?GS of Ear Lobul~ 
A. 
Well developed, 
unattached 
.-
B 
Well developed, 
--~:ttach~g_-
c 
Lobule pr acti-
.,£ally . absent 
Gqunukwebe 
Xhosa 
Fingo 
Zulu 
Sotho 
Kgalagadi 
: 
36% 
48% 
6lt% 
69% 
67% 
2lt% 
34% 
2lt% 40% 
19% 33% 
13% 23% 
11% . 20% 
20% 13% 
34% 
16% 50% 
. ____ ... ,.,..,.. _____ .. __._ 
--·-·------~--- .... -.~---_...._... 
·Bantu Total 
Bushmen 
48.8% 
4% 
19.7% 
8% . 
. 
31 • .2~~--
88% 
Table 27. Analysis of the three main types of ear lobules 
present in the Bantu tribes and in the Bushmen; the numbers 
have been arranged into three groups, A, B, and c, and the 
percentage distribution calculated. 
Height of Ear Base '( a1~o ca~~g_q.~ He!ght of Ear Attachment) and 
Ear Base Index. --
The ear base indices have been divided arbitrarily 
into tv10 groups :- A : X-83? B : 84,~X, and the percentage 
distribution is given in Table 28. 
Ear Base I~~ 
A B 
(X-83)_ ( 84-X~ 
Gqunukwebe 32.9% 67.1% 
Xhosa . 46.2% 53.8% . 
Fingo 52.7% 47.3% 
Zulu 55.3% ~-7% 
Sotho : 72.0% 28.0% 
Kwena 38.7% 61.3% 
Kgalagadi 44.05b· 56.0% 
Bantu Total~---·~5~Z~~~8~% ______ 4~2~·-2~% 
~.-28. Analysis of the ear base indices~ 
showing the percentage distribution among 
the Bantu tribes, after arranging the in-
dices into two groups. 


1) 
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32. 
S~CTION 5 - THE TRUNK 
In Table 29 appear the results of 6 measurements 
and 4 indices of the trunk in the 7 Bantu trib.es studied and 
.~. ' 
... 
. , 
... ~ b 
in the Bushmen. Data on the sitting height of the Bushmen wer\~ 
not available. In Table 30 appear the critical ratios of the ·~ 
differences. The tr.ibes vrere constrasted in the same groups asl 
for the vault, facial, .nasal and ear A dimensions and indices in : 
-~ 
Tables 2, 10, 18 and 24. At the end of Table 30 is a colmnn ;j 
giving the order of the tribes arranged in accordance with 
their means and they are bracketed in the same way as in 
Tables 2 1 10, 18 and 24. 
( 
Stature. ~~ The means for the stature in all the groups 
studied are extraordinarily alike and stt.tistically show no 
significant differences.. The: mean Bushman stature is con-
. 
sideraply lower· (Tables 29 and 30:). In Table 31 ·the statures 
have been divided into the recognized groups and the percentag~' 
distribution is indicated. 
Stature. 
1011/ Medium \ - ... High (X-12:92 Ir[ll·l ( 1600-1622 m.r:t. l ~ 1200 mm. -Xl 
7.5% 53.3% 39.2% Gqunuk.webe . . 
Xhosa 13._1% 53.8% 33.1% 
Fingo 14.1% 54.2% 31.7% 
Zulu 12.0% 50 7c1 . e fO 37-3% 
Sotho . 18.0% 57.3% 24.7% . 
· Kwena 10.0% 56.0% 34.o% 
Kgalagadi 18.0% 44 0(1 • ,o 38.0% 
Bantu Total 13.4~ 5:2.z~ ·- 3.3·~ 
Bushmen 6o.o% 4o.o% o.o% 
Table fl' shovling the percentages of lm..r 7 medium, and highs atures among the Bantu tribes oxamined·and the 
Bushmen~ 
I 
~ f 
33. 
Srtting Height.-- The sitting height has been divided 
arbitrarily into t"t<ro groups:- A : X-849 mm. 7 B : 850 - X mm., 
and the percentage distribution is given in Table 32. 
§i.tting Hei~. 
A B 
(X .. 849 mm. 2 (820 -X mm~ 
Gqunukwebe 35.0% 65.0% 
Xhosa 43.1% 56.9% 
Fingo 44.2% 55.8% 
Zulu 46.7% 53.3% 
Sotho 60.7% 39.3% 
Kvmna 54.7% 4;.3% 
Kgalagadi 64.0% 36.0% 
___ , 
-
Bantu Total: 50.5% 49.5% 
Tab.l_e 3_g. Analysis of tho sitting heights, shovling 
the percentage distribution at-nong tho Bantu tribes? 
after arranging the dimensions into tvro groups. 
Sitting Height/S~~ure Index. -- The sitting height/stature 
indices have been divided arbitrarily into two groups:-
A : X-50, B : 51-X 9 and the porconte.ge distribution is 
given in Table 33. 
' Sitti~~1oight/Stnturo Index. 
A B (X-5Ql ( 51-Jll 
Gqunukwebe 40.8% 59.2% 
Xhosa 34. 65s 65.4% 
Fingo 27. 5)~ 72.5% 
Zulu 40 7''1 - /-~ .• ,v 59.3% 
Sotho 39. 37{, 60.7% 
Kwena 5 c1 7 • 3/o 42.7% 
Kgalagadi 57 3'1 • ;0 42.7% 
B~:t:ltU _Total: 4 -· 3· 2>:- 2:6.8% 
T'abl§l_)J. Analysis of tho sitting height/stature 
indices, sho1ving the percentage distribution among 
the Bantu tribes, after arranging tho indices into 
two groups. 
'. 
. . 
.. : 
I 
'I 
· · Bi:..§:cromial 1tlidth, Bi ... cri£t~J Width (also'. called Pelvis Width)'; 
and related indices• - · . . . . ; 
. As regard.s. t~1eir ·bi;...acroaii.~l W'id~hs, t.he Kgalagadi f 
rnean iS ·significant~y leSS than those Of· all the other groUpS I 
• • I 
• • 
except th~t . of the Kwena (Tables ?.9 and 30). In their bi-
cristal vlidths the Kgalagadi as well as· t4e ·I<:wena means are. 
considerably less than those of the ot}?.er tribes (Tables 29 
and jO). The bi~: cristal/si tting ~1eight indices have been · 
P,ivided"arbitrarily into two groups :- A : X-30, B .. : 31-X7 
.. and the percentage distributio·n is giv-~11 in Table 34 • 
. 
.. · ·B~-~ti.?~itting Height· Index .. 
A B 
~lQl ( 31-X) 
Gqunilkvre be 55.0% 4;.o% 
Xhosa 50'.8% lt-9.2% 
Fingo 43 .• 3% 56.7% 
Zu.lu 51.3% 48~?% 
Sotho . . 30 ,-,d '69.3% . • ··l /0 
Kwena 71.-3% .28.7%. 
Kgalagadi· . 72 .. 0% 28.0.% . . 
~.--- "";..._ .. ICIIIIo 
-
. . 
Bantu Toted.L_ _ _j_i,j3% ,:_ __ _;,..._. ... ~1.6 .t.~ 
Table 11:· Analysis of the b:l-.cristal/si tting height 
indices 9 shoV>ring the percentage. distribution among . 
the B~.ntu tribes, after arranging tho indices into 
two ·groups. 
Transverse Chest Dia.nleter, Sagittal Chest Diameter and 
Thoracic Index. -·. - . . 
The relation bet",reen the sagittal ·chest ·diam~ter 
. ' 
and the. transv:ers·e ·diameter differs considGrably in Bantu 
·.and Bushman (Tables 29 a:o.d 30) • Tho thoracic indices have 
' . 
~been d-ivided a~bitrarily into· :ti•J'O groups. :-.A : X-76, · 
B : 77-X~. and the percentage distr:L.bution·. is given in 
· Table 35'. 
' . 
... 
:, . 
'' 
... 
Gqunuki¥e_be : 
Xhosa 
. Fingo 
Zulu 
Sotho 
. 
.. 
. 
. . 
Kgalagadi . ;; 
' 1 ~ t' 
35 .• 
A 
(X-J6} 
56. 9fo 
. 
50.0%. 
. 
6o oc1 e .. iO 
60. 7~; 
30 3G;' 
. / • ;o . 
I' , .. , . 
o9. 3!{) 
B 
(77-_X) 
43.;1.% 
50.0% 
40.0% 
'• 
: 39.3% 
60.?% 
'30.?% 
--~·.. . ______ .....,. ___ --..!...-:'.-· --
. . 
Bu~hmeh · 28.0% 72.0% 
.· Ta}le:_}2. Analysis of the thoracic indices 7 · sho~ling 
· tbe. percentage d_istribution ,cunong tho Bantu tribes . · 
examined and in the Bushmen? after arranging the 
: indices in.to ·tvm groups •. 
I' 
· . 
.. 
•• 
, I 
SECTION 6 - THE LI:tvlBS. 
In Table 36 appear the results of 16 measurements 
and 9 indices of the li.mbs in the 7 Bantu tribes studied. 
With. the exception of one dimension, no data '\·!ere available 
on the Bushmen. In TB:ble 37 appear the critical rat-ios of the 
differences. The tribes were contrasted in the same groups 
as for the vault, facial, ne.sal, ear and trunk dimen~:t.ons 
and indices in Tables 2, 10~ 18, 24 and 30. At the end of 
Table 37 is e. column giving the order of the tribes arranged 
in the smne vray as in the above mentioned tables. 
Length of Tibia.- The tibial lengths have been divided 
arbitrarily into two groups ~- A : X-406, B : 407-X, and 
the percentage distribution is given in Table 38. 
Gquhula-.robe 
Xhosa 
Fingo 
ZU·lU 
Sotho 
Kv!ena 
Kgalagadi 
A 
. ().!.:.=~£ mr£:_l 
48. 3r{ 
59.2% 
55.8% 
49.3% 
64.0% 
30.7% 
49.5% 
1.m. B% 
Y-4. 2% 
50.7% 
36.0% 
69.3% 
56.0% . 
-----·----*"---... _-----~---
·Tabl_~_38. Analysis of the tibial· lengths 9 shm·ring 
the .percentage distribution &-nong the tribes 
examined, after arranging tho dimensions into 
tvro groups. 
Leg LengiJ1 •. - The leg length \<Tas obtaii1od by adding an 
average of 35 mm. to the symphyseal height· (Martin)l 1928) 

I . 
I 
Foot Index. - The foot indices have been divided arbitrarily 
into two groups :- A : X-39, B : 40-X, and the percentage 
distribution is given in Table 41. 
Foot Index 
A B 
. i~-391 i,40-Xl 
Gqunukwebe 36. 7;5 6 ,--j 3. 31° 
L~osa 35.4~?; ~4 6% 0 • () 
Fingo 0 33.3% 66.7% • 
Zulu 38.0% -62.01~ 
Sotho • 53.3% 4~.7% . 
Kwena . 64.7% 35-3% . 
Kgalagadi 61.3% 38.?% 
Bantu Total~ 47.0% 53.0% 
--.< --" 
.Table 41. Analysis of the foot indices, showing 
the percentage distribution al!long the Bantu tribes 
exmnined, after arranging the dimensions into two 
groups. 
Radio(Hl.nn_§!al Index. - The radio/humeral indices have been 
divided arbitrarily into two groups ~-A :.X-81, B : 82-X~ 
a.nd the percentage d5.stribution is given in T'lble lt2. 
-
Radio/Humeral Index. 
.A B 
iX&ll (82-X~ 
G qunukv;e be 60 0"1' • p 4o.o% 
Xhosa 63.1% 36.9% 
Fingo 58.3% 41.7% 
Zulu 43.3;7 56. z;£ 
Sotho 36.7% 63.3% 
Kwena 33.3% 66.7/6 
Kgalagadi 50.0% 50.0%\ ____ ...,_.._ 
="' 
-·---·-
B§!_ntu Total: 48.4y~ . 5).6~ 
Table 42·. A~'lalysis of the radio/humeral indices 7 
showing the percentage distribution among the Bantu 
tribes examined,- after arranging the ·indices into 
~wo groups. 

, &I 
I I 
-----'_....__ _______ ··--··---·-----------
39. 
Fore-arm Index. - The fore-arm indices have been dividod 
arbitrarily into two groups :- A : X-73, B : 74-X, and the 
·percentage distribution is given in Table 43. 
Fore-arm ll.E.,qz. 
A B 
~X-23~ J.14-X) 
Gqunukwebe 44.2% r'5 ac-; ') • ;s 
Xhosa 44.6% 55.4% 
Fingo . 32.5% 67.5% • 
Zulu 39.30 60.7% 
Sotho 54.0% 46.0% 
Kvrena 68.7:h ')1 3<1 • .J • Jo 
Kgalagadi 68.7% I 31.3% 
------------·-·--..... .. ......,.._-»_~--~-
Bantu Total: __ j,b.lJ ___ . 4fh.~ 
Table 43. Analysis of tho foro-arm indices, showing 
the percentage distribution among tho Bantu tribes 
exa.mined, after arranging the ir.dicos int":) t'tvO 
groups. 
The hand lengths havo been divided arbitrarily 
into two groups :-A: X-189 mm., B : 190- X mm., and the 
·percentage distributio:a is given in Tabl..; 44. 
Gqunulwmbe 
Xhosa 
Fingo 
Zulu 
Sotho· 
Kvtena 
Kgalagadi 
Ji§:nd Lengtg 
A 
(X-189 mm.) 
39.2% 
54. 6~:. 
36.7% 
'49.;3% 
56. o;~ 
--~----·----·----
B 
(190-X mm.) 
60.8% 
45.4% 
63.3% 
64.0% 
37.3% 
~~bJ.o 44. Analysis of the h~~d lengths, showing 
. the percentage distribution· amor.~.g the Bantu tribes 
examined? after arranging tho dimensions into two 
groups. 
I !I :itt 
40. 
Hand Width.- The hand vddths- have been divided arbitrarily 
into two -groups :- A : X-84 mm., B : 85-X nnn.? and the per-
centage distribution is given in Table 45~ 
Hand Width J 
-
A B 
(X-84 mm, d. i§i:_X rnm e~ 
1 I 
Gqunukvvebe 30 .• Of{ 70.0% 
Xhosa 42.3% 57.7% 
Fingo . 45.8% 5Y-. 2% • 
Zulu 38.7% 61.3% 
Sotho . 48.7% 51.3% 0 
Kwena 66.7% 33.3% 
Kgalagadi 60.7% 39.3% 
Bantu Total!. 48 2d • e 21.8~ 
I 
·Bable 45. Analysis' of the hand widths, shm.,ing 
he percentage distribution runong the Bantu tribes 
examined, after arranging th.e dimensions into two 
groups. 
Length of Middle Fin[~· -- The middle finger lengths have 
been divided arbitrarily into two groups ~- A : X-ll8'mm. 1 
B : 119-X mm. 1 and the percentage distribution i.s- given in 
Table 46. 
Le~ih of ~le Finger. 
A ·B 
(X-118 _I!h~.J ( 119-X_mm~~· 
G qunulnm be 45.0% 55.0% 
Xhosa '47. 7% 52.3% 
Fingo 40.9% 59.1% . 
I 
Zulu 42.0% 58.0% 
Sotho 49.3% 50.7% 
Kwena 59.3% 40.7% 
Kgalagadi 67.4% 32.6% 
Bant~]'otal: 2:0s z~ 49.jfo 
Table 46. Analysis of the middle finger lengths, 
sho\nng the percentage distribution among the Bantu 
tribes examined 7 after arranging the .dim~nsions into hvo groups. 
41 
Critical Ratios.- In Table 47 a summary is shown of the 
critical ratios of the.edifferences between the means of 
the vault, facial, ~asa~ and ear dimensions and indices·. 
Table 48 is a summary of the critical ratios of ,the dif-
ferences between the means of these s~Je head dimension& 
and indices, t~ which have been added the critical ratios 
in connection with the trunk and limbs. The critical 
ratios have been expressed as percentages representing 
insignificant {0 to 2.4-), significant {2 •. 5 to 4.4) and .. 
. -
highly significant (4.5 to X) differences. The head 1 
featu:res are recognized to be a more reliable basis than 
the body features, when popu~ation groups are compared. 
S1p11Ilary of the _Q_;rJticaJ_ R~tio§ of .J.h£...:1f_§ult, Fac?kNose and Ear 
~· 
·Tribes 
·ccfutr a~r~ed 
Gqunulq..;ebe-Xhosa 
Fingo-Zulu 
Fingo ... x~osa 
Gqunukwebe-Fingo 
Kwena-Sotho 
Zulu-Sotho 
Zulu-Xhosa 
Zulu-G'qunukwebe 
Zulu-Kvrena 
\ 
Sotho-Xhosa 
Kwena-Xhosa 
Kg a lag ad·i vii th 
Gqunukwebe 
Xhosa 
Fingo 
Zulu 
Sotho 
Kwena 
Bushmen vli th 
G qunu.k\.ve be 
Xhosa: 
Fingo 
Zulu 
Sotho 
kwena 
Kgalagadi 
.. 
. 
. 
• 
. 
. 
• . 
• 0 
. 
. 
. 
. 
79.1% 
60.5% 
72.1% 
72.1% 
46 .. 57-E 
62.8%. 
53.4% 
34.9% 
41.9% 
58.2% 
53.5% 
58.2% 
44.2% 
44.2% 
'5d 53. 1o' 
83.7% 
7.7% 
11. 57& 
11.5% 
11.5% 
11.5% 
15.4% 
23.1% 
18.6% 
30.2% 
25.6% 
20.9% 
. 46 .• 5% 
23. 3~~ 
32.6% 
34.9% 
25.6% 
30o2% 
27.9% 
25.6% 
23. 3/b 
27.9% 
37.2% 
16.3% 
23.17; 
26.9% 
15.4% 
26.9% 
26.9% 
15.4% 
9.3% 
2.3% 
7 .o~z 
7.0% 
l~.t-0%, 
14.01£ 
30.2% ' 
32.6% 
11.6% 
. act 27 • 7 ;o 
30 .21s 
32. 6~6 
27.9% 
9.3% 
o.o% · 
69 2c1 • ju 
73~·1% 
61.5% 
57.7% 
61. 5?; 
. Table l£2, show:i.ng a 'SUlnmary of the critical ratios of the 
differenc~.s betv.reen the means of the vau:l:t? facial; nasal and 
ear dimensions and indices of the 7 Bantu tribes studied and 
of the Bushmen: 28 dimensions and. 15 indices (total 43) in· 
the Bantu, and-17 dimensions and 9 indices (total 26) in the 
Bushmen; · the tribes are corttrasted in the same groups as 
in Tables 2, 10, 18 and 24. 
Tribes. 
.£Q!}tY'];StE;Q 
Gqunukwebe-Xhosa 
Fillgo-Zulu 
Fingo-XhosQ 
Gqunukwebe-Fihgo 
Kwen3-Sotho 
Zulu-Sotho 
Zulu-Xhos:::.;. 
Zulu-Gaunukweb e 
.!. 
Zulu-Kwen:1 
Sotho-Xhosa 
Kwena-Xhos:-:t 
T,' l "' with . h.p·s · 3g_:1a~ -·~- -
Gqunukwebe 
Xhoss 
Fingo 
· Zu.lu 
Sotho 
Kwena 
43 
'I'ot:Jl percentage of critic-al ratios 
A B C 
]nsignificnnt:Significant:Highly Significant 
_._ ___ .( 0-2 • .1l ___ _( 2. 5.:::4 ._11_ __ .11.!. 5-~--
. 85. gc; 1.2.8% 1.3% . 
?5.6% 19.3% 5.1% 
. 83. 3'); 1..5.47~ 1~3% • 
. 80.8% JL5.4% 3.8?o • 
41. Oj<:: 42. 3?o 16.7% 
64.~£ 22. 3?.; 7.7% 
66. ?'j{ 25.6% 7 .7j;;; 
55.17L 26.9% 1..8.0~~ 
• 46. 27£· 25.6% 28. 21~ • 
6""' 8'' G,.. /v 26. 9'7~ lO• 3~~ 
53.8';£ 23.l'l 23 .• 17~ 
48.7% 21., 7;;: 29.6y~ 
53.87[ 20 .4';{. 25. 8'l~ 
44. 9)~ 25.6j;; 29.Bt~ 
48. 7';~ 23.0;<. 28. 3;~. 
48.7;:, 42. :5;{. 9.0/{ 
78. 2iy 20. 5/.; 1. 3;;~ 
--------·~-----'""""'!"-------------·-----
g~bP.l§.£ w i tb 
Gqunukwebe 
Xhosa· 
Fingo 
Zulu 
Sotho 
Kwena 
Kgalagadi 
.. 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
. 
. 
9. 1:7~· 
12.1% 
l2.1% 
1" 101 .,~ •it· 
1..2.1% 
15. 21(, 
21. S7~ 
21 •. 2% 69 .• 7% 
24.2% 63.7% 
1.8. 2% 69.7% 
15. 2-)b 72.7% 
24.2% 63.7%·. 
24.276 60. 69~ 
15. ~,0 63.6% 
:±ab_!e 48, sh€:>wing a summory of the critical ratios of the dif--
f'erences between the me:1ns of the vnul t, fsc·igl, D:l.Sal, ear~ 
t.runk and limb dimensions md indices of the 7 Bnntu tribes 
studied and· of the Bushmen.: 50 dimensions and 28 indices (totol 
78) in the Bantu, and 23 dimensions and 10 indices (tot9.1 33) 
in tJas Bushmsn; the tribes 3re contrasted in the same groups 
and order 3S in Tables 2, 10, 18 5 24, 30 and 37. 
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SECTION 7 - SKIN COLOUR 
----------~------~--
The Von ~uschan colour scales were used to determine 
the skin colour of the Bantu tribes studied and of the Bushmeno · 
Of these colour t:tb1.ets only eight were used (14., 17, 18' 20, 
21, 22, 24 and 31). Some of these colours that are close on 
the scnJ.e, were combined, e.g. Nos. 14 and 20 (see Table 49), 
also Nos. 17 and 21, 22 and 1.8, thus leaving five different 
classes altogether. The colour recorded, was taken where ,;the 
lightest patch showed on the body - face, trunk or limbs. 
The type of climate and the clothing worn, are 
factors that influence skin colour, and a few remarks may be 
made in this connection : 
The Qgunu~!Y§~ and the .E1!!&2: the majority wear European cloth-· 
ing; the Climate is mild. The Xho.§_§.: the majority go naked, 
altogether in summer, except for a loose blanket sometimes 
used; .at home the men wear only ~ penis sheath of thin leather 
and are then looked upon as perfectly dressed; the climate is 
warm and humid. The Zuly: the majority wear European clothing7 
the climate is hot and humid near the coast. The Sotho: all 
well covered with clothing and blankets; the climate is cool. 
The Kwena and Kgalaga.di: the majority of the Kwena wear Europ-
ean clothing all the year round; the Kgal,agadi wear home madE: 
skin clothes in Winter. 
The percentage distribution for skin colour has 
been C::tlculated.for th€ five classes given in Table 49. 
ll 
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Skin Colour in the South African Bantu and 
in the Bushmen 
A B c D E 
14+20 JL7+21 22+18 24 31 
very light brown reddish black-
light brown brown brow!) 
brown 
------------
Gqunukwebe • 0,8% 24.2% 68.3% 6.7% 0 ~ C17l> • 
Xhosa ... 0.8~1 5. 3'}S 5?.9% 26.9£ 9el5b • 
Fingo . o. O'i 5.05~ 86.6% 6.~;'.; 1 .. 7% • 
Zulu_ • JL. 3'-/.; 6. ?% 76.(])6 10. ~/J 5' .. 3~~ • 
Sotho 1. 37~ 4.0';i 76. 7';~ JL5. 3~r 2. ?;~ 
Kwena • o. 7'i 4.0~~ 91. 3i~ . 2.7% lo3%  
Kgalagadi o.o;~ 10.0;~ 82. o;y.:, .l1.3% o.o%. 
' 
------ ...----
Bantu Total: o. 7';~ -- 1·6e 77.45~ _· 11•.1L __ 2. 9-,6 
--
Bushmen . 8. Cf/~ 40.0}~ 32.CY;.,) 20.0~~ 0.07~ • 
Tab1~_49, showing the percentages of the different skin 
coJLour categories accG:>rding to the Von Luschan colour 
scales in the 7 Bant.u tribes examined a·nd in the Bushmen. 
I; -
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D I S C U S S I 0 N 
·--- =========--· 
SECTION :L - T:&rE VAULT 
£.~irnum _!iea_£ L~E~tt.fl..L.M~imutn_:t1ea_9: Breadj;:£.J_ _ __(:::ephalic-:-lndex..1. 
..(Tabl..§.§.....l.;_g~l!.- The South African Bantu tribes hnve a fair-
ly uniform mJXimum head length. Only the Gqunukwebe tribe is 
slightly nbove the other groups in this dimension. The ma.ximum 
he:1d bre:1dth, howeve;r, is more V:Jria.ble and seems to reflect 
more the genetic in:fluence of elei:nents foreign to the Bantu .. 
The Zulu and Fingo tend towards brachycephaly, the Kwena and 
Kgal:1gadi towards hyperdolichocephaly. All the Bantu groups 
are considerably ·more dolichocephalic ~pan the Busbrn.en; .the 
mean maximum head bre:1dth for the Busbm.an group in spite of 
. ~-- . . - . I 
this, only equals ~hat of the Kwen9. and Kgalaga.di. 
The Fingo 3.11d Zulu cephalic index reflects the ad-
mixture of a brachydephalic-element. Tpe mesaticephalic belt 
... 
stretching :from the Congo to Abyssinia (Keith; 1911; ·Seligman, 
1932) is 2,500 miles to the north of Zulu+and. 11he eastern ssa-
bonrd of Africa, from Egypt to Nat.'ll, has for the last 3,000 
ye,:1rs been subjected to a sustained infiltration from the Near 
Eost and from Asi:t (Leys· 3nd Joyce, 1913; Dart, 1937). The 
mesaticephalic element in the Zulu' and Fingo was acquired from 
these east coast elements fairly recently, because the historic-
illly, linguisti C3lly and ethnologically related Xhosa .:.md other 
Cape Nguni tribes that separated from the Zulu and Fingo before 
1500 (Brya.nt, 1950), do not possess this element. On the other 
hand the Kwen3. and Kgalagadi are essentially an inland group, 
that never came into contact with the brachycephalic elements 
along the east coast. Their head width in my opinion reflects 
the result ·of Bushman-influence. 
. .• . . . ' .... ,. ·~ . ~. 
- 1.1._§h- The lowest means for the supra.., auricular head height 
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are·seen in the Kgalagadi and in·the Sotho, the highest in the 
Zulu and in the Xhosa. The Zulu are more hypsic~phalic and 
acrocephalic th2n any other group; the Kgalagadi and Sotho are 
more chamaeceph3lic than the other tribes; the Gqunukwebe, Fingo 
and Sotho are mora tapeinocephalic than the other tribes. 
A low head height is characteristic of the Bushmen 
{Keen, 1947), and it is obvious that the Zulu do not possess 
this feature. The Kgalqgadi and Sotho dimensions and indices 
reflect Bushman admixtu~e. The low-headed element in the Gqunu-
kwebe and Fingo. however h3s a different explanation. The Gqunu-
kwebe are historically known to be of mixed Xhosa and Hottentot 
origin; the Hottentots have a lower head height than the B~tu 
(Keen, 1947 and 1951). This therefore explains the tapeinoceph-
aly in the Gqunukwebe. · The Fingc, after severing contact with 
the Zulu, acquired their tap~lnocephaly either from the Gqunu-
k.webe or directiy from the Hottentots in the Eastern Cape Prov-
ince. 
,Qran,i~l C_g12.§.Ci£u.!.T~£1.&§_.!..s.b. 6} •- When the Bantu are grouped 
into oligencephais, euencephals and aristencephals, the Zulu 
and Gqunukwebe have the largest percentages of aristencephals, 
the Kgalagadi~ Kwena and Sotho the largest percentages of oli-
gencephals. In th~ case of the Kgalagadi, Kwena and Sotho, Bush-
man admixture bas decreased the size of their heads. Asiatic 
influence explains the larger Zulu head. A Hottentot element 
in the Gqunukwebe make-up effected a relatively larger head 
(Keen, 1947 and 1951}. 
.. 
. ( 2' Minimum Fr.Qnt.§.l W,i.Qth, .Tables 1, '.!.- The Kgalagadi, Kwena 
and, to a lesser extent, the Sotho have small minimum frontal 
widths; the Gqunukwebe, and after them the Fingo, have the 
largest means for this dimension. In my opinio~ this can be 
exp1ained as fo11ows: the Bushmen have a mean minimum frontal 
width that is much smaller than that of the Bantu, while the 
Hottentot mean minimum frontal width is larger than that of 
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the Bantu (Keen, 1947). The smaller mean mimimum frontal 
width in the Kgalagadi, Kwena and Sotho is a manifestation of 
Bushman genetic influence, the larger minimum frontal width 
in the Gqunukwebe and Fingo a manifestation of Hottentot ad-
mixture. 
Bi~stoid Widt!h,_~i-m~stoid/J2i-~.£1 etaJ:_JLndex~ ... (Tabl~!~b. ~) 
and 8).- The Zulu h::1ve the smallest bi-mastoid width, with 
the Fingo coming next; the Kgalagadi, Kwena and Gqunukwebe have 
the largest bi-mast(Qid widths.. The :malysis of' the bi-mastoid/ 
bi-parietal index shows that the Zulu and Fingo are strongly 
represented in the A group with the lower index; the Kgalagadi, 
Kwena and Gqunukwebe are strongly represented in the C group 
with the high index. In the Zulu and Fingo the low index re-
fleets a Hamitic strain, the high index in the Kwena and 
Kgalagadi a Bushman strain, while the high index in 
the Gqunukwt;.;be reflects a Hottentot strain. 
SECTION 2 -.THE FACE 
Width of the ~ee~__!!idg~~_Maxi~_Bi-~:ai£!!!Q>tic Wi9-th..t....~ 
browriQ.ge/Bi~;ygomatic_lndex 2 Prominence_of the eyebr~w Riqges_, 
(Tabl~_9, 10:l.__lh_].2).- The largest_ width of_ the eyebr-ow 
ridges is seen in the Gqunukwebe, Fingo and Xhosa, the smallest 
in the Kwena, Kgalagadi and Sotho. Correspondingly in Table 
11 we see that the Gqunukwebe have the largest percent~e of 
the higher group of eyebrowridge/bi-zygomatic indices. The 
maximum bi-zygomatic width is largest in the Fingo, Xhosa and 
Gqunukwebe, the smal].est in.the Kwena, Kgalagadi and Sotho. The 
small .dimansions for the width of the eyebrow ridges and for 
maximum bi-zygomatic width o:f the Bushmen,._ appear in the Kwena, 
Kgalagadi and Sotho. But the Gqunukwebe, Fingo and Xhosa in 
respect of these dimensions; and in respect of prominence of 
I ,, 
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the eyebrow ridges (Table 12) reflect the influence of Hottentot 
admixture. Broom (1941) found that a section of the Hottentots 
possessed this chg_racteristic, and cetlled them "australoid 
Korana''. Dreyer and Meiring (1937) described a group of ."aus-
traloid Korana" skulls from Kak:una.s (N.W. Cape Province). The 
Gqunukwebe are historically recognized to be of partly Hotten-
tot origin. The Hottentots also transmitted these character-
istics directly or through the Gqunukwebe to the Fingo .~nd 
Xh0sa. 
:Qm2.§£ Fac_!§:LHei@t..2. Total Facia.l_He!ght_Q.nd_related imiic~ 
i.Iables 9..1. lO,_JdJ_l4).- ·The Xhosa have the shortest face; 
they are followed by the Gqunukwebe, the Kgalagadi and the F~~­
go. The Sotho have the longest face, and are followed by the 
Zulu nnd the Kwena. Keen (1947) found that the mean upper 
.facial height of the Hottentot is highly significantly larger 
than that of the Bushman, but significantly smaller than that 
of the Bantu. 
·The smaller facial heights and indices in the Xho-
sa, the Gqunukwebe, the Kgalagadi and the Fingo may therefore 
be·due to Bushman or Hottentot influence. In the case of the 
Kgalagadi, the probability of' Bushman admixture is greater than 
that of Hottentot admixture. Tbe Xhosa have the smallest mean 
upper facial height of the Bantu tribes) and this may be due 
to Bushman aOII1ixture. The ·larger fac'ial.. heights and. indices in 
the Sotho, the Zulu and the Kwena are of Negro and Rami t.ic. 
origin. 
Bigon_!al WidtJ:h Auriculo-gnathion L~ggth..1. Mandibular Index.1 , . 
Gonion-gnathion Lengt.!::h (Ta:Q1es 9, to, ·15)•- Mandibular data 
for skeletal material indicate that the Bantu have narrow.and 
· long mandibles, and that the BushtnEm have wide and short mandi-
bles; the. Hottentot mandible is as long as that of the Bantu, 
·but narrower (Keen, 1947) •. The corresponding dimensions and 
.indices for the l~ving indicate similar tende.rici'es. The Kgala-
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' 
· gadi, Kwena, Sotho and Xhosa tend towards the Bushman type of 
mandible, the Gqunukwebe and Fingo towards the Hottentot type, 
whiJLe the Zulu have a typically Bantu mandible, reflecting 
Negro-Hamitic origin. 
The ramus of the Hottentot mandible is considerably 
wider than those of the Bushmen and the Bantu (Keen, 1947). The 
width of the ramus, which is a front to back dimension, must 
have an effect upon the length of the mandible base, i,.e. the 
gonion to gnathion length, because the span available for 
the teeth must be the same. The differences betwe'~m the mean 
gonion-gnathion lengths in Table 9 suggest Hottentot influence 
in the Gqunukw~be. Th€re_j_s a highly significant critical 
ratip (6.1) l?e~ween the means for gonion-gnathion length in 
the Zulu and Gqunukwebe (Table 10); but there is no significant 
difference between the means for auricula-gnathion lengths in 
the same group. The increased gonion-gnathion length in the 
Gqunukwebe can only be brought about by a backward displace-
ment of the gonion :iii reJ..ation to the other two points, and 
this may be considered.to be a Hottentot characteristice 
£ilabial Height_,_!!.Q.th~.f tli.§. M_Quthl._Bi.bgbial JLndex.l-(Tables 
~_,__10, 16).- The N.eg£.g type of mouth c001prises thick, evert-
ed lips, protruding bh account of maxillar and dental prog-
nathism, a wide mouth and a concave upper lip; the bilabial 
index is high. The Hamitic type of mouth has a low bilabial 
height, is widef and~therefore has a low bilabial index; the 
upper lip is concave. The HQtten~ot type of mouth comprises 
thick but flat lips and a narrow mouth, an~ the upper lip is· 
convex. The lliouth resembles a pursed pouch closed over the 
teeth and the bilabial index is high. The Bushman type of 
mouth has a low bilabial l1eight and is narrow·. The u·pper lip 
is usual~y convex and the bilabial index is lower than that of 
the Hottentot or B~tu. 
The low bilabial index of the Fingo is of Hamitic 
~rigin. .The low Sotho bilabial index is the effect of Hamitic 
• 
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or of Bushman influence. The high bilabial index in the Zulu 
is that which is characteristic of the Bantu as a whole. The 
particularly high bilabial index in the Gqunukwebe may be con-
sidered. to be due to Hottentot admixture and the resulting 
.diminution .of the width of the mouth. 
' 
SECTION 3 - THE NOSE 
The shape of the nose and its dimensions vary con-
siderably amongst the peoples of Africa. Three main nasal forms 
are represented in the South African Bantu : A) The Negro type 
of nose, which is large and relatively wide, with a fairly low, 
wide root and bridge; the nasal index is chamaef'hine and hyper-
chama~hine. B) The Hamitic type of nose with a higher ~oot and 
bridge, the latter being sometimes slightly arched and decreas:-
ing in depth towards the tip, which is often of the drooping . 
type; this type is narrower i;,han the Negro type of nose, the: 
nasal index usually being mesqrhine. C) The ~~hm~n=Ho~~entot 
. . ' 
type of nose, which is characterized by a low and wide root, a 
concave bridge and a low and wide base; the Basal index.is hyper-
. I" 
chamaerhine. These three types of noses are so distinct and 
,. 
easily recognizable, that the nasal shape of each individual 
examined could be placed. into one or other of these three groups 
from observation alone. ·The percentage distribution of the 
three types ip the various Bantu tribes is shown in Table ~9. 
Stray rerresentatives of the lept~rhine Caucasian (European 
and Indian), and of tne high Armenoid (Arab and Armenian) types 
were occasionally seen in each tribe, but these were grouped 
with the Hamitic noses. 
iTabl£S 17, 18, 20],-- The means of the orbito~nasal arc 
md the external orbi t2l width indicate that the Kwena, Kgala~ 
/ 
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gadi and Sotho have the small dimensions of the Bushmen. An 
analysis of the orbito-.nasal indices shows a tendency in the 
Zulu towards a lower orbito-nasal index, which is the Hamitic 
type, and a tendency in the Gqunukwebe and Kgalagadi towards 
_a higher orbito-nasal. index, which is the Bushman-Hottentot 
typeo In the Gqunukwebe we probably have Hottentot, in the 
Kgalagadi Bushman genetic influence. 
Nasal Root Elevatiop..1 Intern:ll OE£ital Width, .Nasal_B.Qot Index, 
The highest nasal root elevations are 
seen in the Zulu, the Sotho and the Fingo, the lowest in the 
Gqunukwebe, Kgalagadi and Kwena. As regards nasal root index, 
the Zulu and Sotho most closely approximate the Hamitic groups, 
.while the Gqunukwebe with the low nasal root index demonstrate 
the Hottentot influence. The Sotho, KwenJ. and Kgalag:.1di hJ.ve 
smaller intern31 orbital widths than the other tribes ond 
higher nasal root indices th:1n the Gqunukwebe, who have a wide 
internal orbital dimension. 
• 
Nasal Height.l._Nasal Width~sal ;Index, (Tapf-es 1:7,;,. 18, 22).-
. ~. . . 
The Kgalagadi and Xhosa approach the small Bushman dimension 
in their mean nasal heights. The Kgalagadi' Kwena.and Sotho_ 
.are close to the Bushman in their mean nasal widths. Th8re is 
a larger percentage of mescfrhiny among the Zulu and Sotho than 
among the other tribes, and this shows the.ir approximatiop to 
the Hamitic type. As regards hyperchama{rhiny, the .largest 
percentage appears among the Gqunukwebe, which indicates their 
Hottentot affinities. 
Data for other Negro, Ni1oti::! and Rami tic groups 
have been obto.ined from the 1iter:1ture (Leys and Joyce, 1913; 
Martin, 1928; Seligman, 1932; Dos Santos Junior, 1945) and the 
ranges for two nasal dimens1ons and the nasal index appear in 
Table 50. In thei~ nasal "indices the South Africa~ ~antu are 
less hyperchamaJrhine then the non-South African B2ntu and the 
. . , ... 
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West African Negro. 
Ranges of the Nasal H~ght_,__Nasal Width and 
0 
NasaL_Index in ~he raci3.l_groUJ?S of Africa 
(dimensions in millimeters) 
A 
Nasal Height 
Bantu (non-
. South African) : 46o.8-48.0 
Nilotes 
W.A.Negroes 
Hamites . 
: 46 .• 8-47.3 
: 
: 34.7-37.3 
B C 
Na.sal.JYidt,h ____ . _Nasal Index 
44.0-45.1 
39.8-43.6 
48.7-49.9 
87.2-.lql.S 
82.6-93.2 
93.8-107.5 
69.6-76.6 
Table §Q, showing the ranges of the no,sal height, nasal width 
and nasal index in the •racial groups of Africa. 
According to-1\IIartin (1928), the Negroes have larg€. 
auricles with well-developed lobules, but with a considernble 
proportion of attached lobules. ·rhe Ho.mi tic peoplt:s also have 
large auricles with well developed lobules, but a much smaller 
proportion of attached lobules, and in contra.st with the Negro, 
• 
the auricles are higher. The Bushmen have small auricles, ·both 
as rega~s height o.nd width. They nre "tyi?iC3.1, ::W.most square, · 
' 
non-lobulated; .•.•• this type is closely applied to the head 
and broadly adherent thereto 11 (Dart, 1937). The top part of 
" the helix is excessively folded, running almost horizontally 
from its point of commencement. The Hottentot type of ear is 
"somewhat larger than in the Bushm:m, and while it does not 
display the same well-marked peculiarities as the Southern 
' Bushm3n ear, is on the whole strongly reminiscent .of it, es-
pecially in the shape and in the well-rolled helix" (Schapero., 
1930). The Hottentot type of ear may also be defined as an 
"equally non-lobulated but pyriform or-gan,. slender below 
wher·e it runs into the neck, and bellying out in its broad 
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upper part, standing typically away from the head, in some cas-
es almost at right angles to the sagittal plane of the head." 
(Dart, 1937). 
Ear Height, Ear Width, Ear Index,. (TablEts 23, 24,. 25, 26).-
Martin (1928) states that the "Semites" are macrotic, the 11E.'U-
ropeans" and "Egyptians" mesotic, the Negroes microtic and the 
Bushmen hypermicrotic. The Hottentot mean ear height may be 
considered as intermediate between the microtic Negro and the 
hY})ermicrotic Bushman. 
The mean ear heights of the Kwena,. Kgalagadi and, 
to a certain extent, the Sotho, resemble the mean Bushman di-
mension (Tables 23, 24, 25). The mean ear widths among the 
Kwena, Kgalagadi and Sotho are also more Bushman-like than 
those of the other tribes. The Fingo and Zulu mean ear heights 
and widths are large and therefore Hamitic. The Gqunukwebe 
and Xhosa in their mean ear heights and widths approximate 
the Negro and Hottentot. The higher mean ear index cf the 
Gqunukwebe shows that they approximate the Hottentot p~opor­
tions more than the Xhosa, while a lower ear index among the 
Xhosa shows their Negro affinity and less Hottentot influence. 
The grouping of the ear indices reveal tendencies of a. similar 
nature (Table 26). 
Height of the Ear_1.QQule, (_Iables 23 1 24 2 27).- Martin (1928) 
found that the attached type of lobule occurs in Europeans, 
but is much more frequent among the Negroes. The ear type 
with ~ small or with no lobule also appears ih these two 
groups, but the lobeless ear appears to be a racial character-
istic of the Bushmen and Hottentots. In Table 27 the Kwena, 
Kgalagadi. n.nd Gqunukw~be show high percentages of lobeless 
e3.l"s, and this demonstrates _Hottentot affinity in the case of 
the Gqunukwebe and Bushman affinity-in the case of the Kwena 
3nd Y.~alagadi. -The Zulu and Fingo are Hamitic in their ear 
·~· 
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l.obule heights and shapes. 
Height. of E3r Base (also called Height of Ear Attachme~ ' 
/ 
E~ .Base Ihdex,_ (Ta£~es 2~, 24, 28J.t- The ear base index 
contrasts the height of the ear base with the total height of 
_the e!lr •. ·. In the Bushmen and Hottentots. the index. is h-igh, be-
cause the auricles project very little above and below the 
attached part. I consider a high ear base index an approx-' 
imation of-the Bushman and Hottentot type of ear. In''l'able 
28 the ear base indices ·have been dfvided into two groups, A 
and B ,,_ and a high .percentage. under B indicates Bushman or Hot-
tentot influende. 
SECTION 5 - THE TRUNK 
?tature,w!Tables 29, 3Q, 31).-- In Table 51 data on the mean 
statures of many African population groups have been collected 
from the literature (Tucker and Myers, 1910; Keith, 1911; 
Tremearne, 1911; Seiner, 19l2f Leys and Joyce, 1913; Martin, 
1928; Schapera, 1930; Seligman, 1932; Dos Santos Junior, 1945; 
Keen, 1951). The statures have been divided into low, medium 
and high stature groups, and the relative position- of' the 7 
Bantu tribes studied and of' the Bushmen are seen, 
Statu!:§~ of._f£I2Y.J:ati.£!L.Groups from Africa 
Low St~yre (X to 1599 mil~imeters) 
"Congo'' Pygmies • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.411 
"Pure" Bushmen •• 0 ••. • •••••• • • !1440 
"Southern" Bushmen(67)- •.••• • • 0 • • 1444 
"Babinga" West African Negroes ••• • • • ).510 
"Northern" Buslmlen. • • • • • • • • • • • 151.5 
"Batwa 11 Bushmen • • • • • • • . . .. . . • 1542 
\ 
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''Northern" Bushmen' (11i) .............. 1553 
"Northern" Bushmen (66). • • • • o • ·• o • • 0 0 .1570 
Bushmen ..(25) • •. • .• , • .!....l--!......t.....!.-.!.i.....o:.• .·,.... ·..:•........::•~_..;·=--~· ....;.• . ...:.•....;.•--:;;1":-"6_1=1 
Cape Colbureds' ( 28~} • ~ . . . 
' 
• • • • • • • • • 1621 
• • • • • • • • • 
. ,, . "I{ba~gal' :ffigyptians. " • • 
"Kenya" Indi·ans (39). • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1638 
1641 
"Kerwa" Bantu (1185) • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • .1649 
\.' 
"Comoro" Islanders(23) ••• • • • • • • • • • • • 1654 
"Mozamqique" Bantu (282). • • • • • • • • • 
"Bambara" West African Negroes. • 
"Blue Nile", Nilotes (50). • • • • 
• • . . .. 
• • • • • 
••• 1664 
• • • 1.665 
• • • 1665 
_£::i,.ngo (120) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·- .l674 
~.§€adi_.il50 2·-·-~-~~ • ..!._.!.....!...... • • • . • .J.674 
·Xhosa_il3o.l_._._~-·~ ••••••••••• • • • .1675 
Soth.Q..Q50) • 
• • • --!.-...!.--!.-. • 
,168~ 
1677 
1680 "Berber" North African Hamites •• • • • • • • • • 
Kwena Q50l..!-...;..•_..•__,;•..._•.__.,_, __ ._...~...., •--! • • • •--:. • • • • 
South West African"Rehoboth Bastards" 
(Hottentot-European) • • o. • • • • • • 
~G~g~u=n~u==k~w~e~b~e-~(~1~2~0~)~·=--~·~·-..:.·~·~·~·~~~·~·-o.:.•-o.:.•.~·~·~·~·.--! • 
• • • • • • 0 • • • 
.1684 
.1684 
• 1.685 
0 1688 "Blue Nile" Nilotes (658) • 
"Southern'' Nilotes (297). . . . ... . . . . . ! • • 1692 
"Congo" Bantu (1.00). • • • • • • • • • • • • •· • .1692 
West, African Negroes •• • • • • • • . • • • • • • .• 1693 
.. 
"Azande" Nilotic Bantu ••• • • • • • • • • • • • 1700 
"Somali" Hamites (18~). • • • . . . . • • • • 
"White Nile" Nilotes {183) •• 
• • 1724 
• 1743 . . . . . . . . . 
''Masai" Hamitic Nilotes. • • • • • • • • • • . • • .174 7 
"L"ake Chad" West African Negroes. • • • • • • • • 1750 
"'Vfui te Nile" Nilotes ( 48) • • • • • • • • • • • • .1762 
• 
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\ 
Nilotes. • . . .. . . • • • • • • • • • • • • 1765 
Table 51, showing the mean male statures of population groups 
from-Africa, arranged in 3 classes- Low (X to 1599 mm.), Med-
ium (1600 to 1699 rrm.) ;· and High (1700 to X mm.); the numbers 
in ·brackets indicate the number of indi vidu.als measured; the 7 
Bantu groups examined by me and the one Bushman group have beer 
included Rnd underlined to sh,ow their relative. positions as · 
regards stature among the African tribes. 
As shown in Table 51 the South African Bantu tribes studied 
can be classed as of a medium-high stature. The groups with 
.... 
higher statures are chiefly exceeded in mean stature by the 
Nilotes, the Hamites and the West African Negroes. 
Sitting Height, Sitting Height/Statuff_Index, (Tables 29 2 3~ 
~~- The Kgalagadi, ·sotho and Kwena show the smallest 
means for the sitting height, the Gqunukwebe, Fingo, Xhosa 
and· Zulu the highest, and Table 32 clearly show·s the re1ati ve 
distribution. Seiner (1912) gave.784 nim. as the mean sitting 
height for 97 Bushmen. The Kgalagadi, Sotho and Kwena are 
• 
. . . 
closer to the Bushman mean sitting height than the other 
tribes. According to Seiners· data, the mean sitting height/ 
stature index for 97 Bushmen was 50.5. This is practically 
.. . 
similar to the mean indices of the Kgaletgadi, Kwena and the 
Sotho. The other 4 tribes have higher indices, i.e. longer 
sitting heights, which is a Hamitic charac~eristic. 
Bi-acromial Width, Bi-cristal Width (also called Width of 
the Pel Vi§.t, Jai .. cristal/Si t.ting H~ht-.Index,_ilables~ 
30, 34),- · From Table 30 emerges the .. fact that the bi-acrom-
ial width is a much less variable factor than the bi-cristal 
width. The latter dimension shows highly significant critical 
ratios separating the Kwena and Kgalagadi on the one side 
from the Fingo, Xhosa, Sotho, Zulu and Gqunukwebe on the other. 
side •. The Kgalagadi and Kwena have· the smaller mean bi-
acromial and bi-cristal widths, and thus approximate the Bush-
men. The nutritional condition of a tribe as a whole is a 
decisive factor in connection with these two dimensions. The 
'· 
I 
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Sotho contain a large proportion of stout individuals and thus 
show large bi-acromial and bi-cristal widths9 The high per-
c 
centages shown by the Kwena and Kgalagadi for Group A (Table 
34), is due to their small average bi-cristal widths. This once· 
more shows their affinity with the Bushmen. 
SECTION 6 - THE LIMBS 
Analyses have been made ·of certain limb dimensions and in-
dices, after dividing the data in each case arbitrarily into 
two groups. The percentage distributions have been calculated 
and the results are shown in Tables 39 to 46. 
Foo~L£_ngth,_Foot Width, Foot Index.L..(Ta"Ql~~§.s. 3?, 40, ·41.).-
Bushmen have small foot dimensions. Small mean foot lengths 
and widths in the Bantu indicate Bushmari affinity. This ten-
dency is seen in the Kgalagadi, Sotho and Kwena. In connec-
tion with foot width, highly significant differences indicate 
the difference in foot width between the Kgalagadi and Kwena 
) 
on the one si.de and the Xhosa, Fingo, Zulu and Gqunukwebe im 
the other. · In Table 41 a large percentage under G~oup A s·ig-
nifies Bushman affinity. The Kg~agadi, !Kwena and Sotho in 
their foot features thus approximate the Bushmen more than the 
other tribes·. 
~. 
I&agth of Radiu.!h..Ba§iQLHumeral Index, (Tables 36, 37, .42) • ..._ 
A long radius in comparison with the length. of the humerus, is 
a characteristically Negro feature (1\JiartJ..n, 1928). The Bush-
men also have rela.ti vely long radii (Dr'ennan, 1937). The Ham-
ites and .the Hottentots on the other hand have longer humeri.· 
and shorter radii. A high percentage under Group A (Table 42) 
indicates an approximation to the H3lllites and Hottentots, 
whi~e a high percentage under Group B signifies'Bushman or 
Negro affinity. 
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fore-~m :Index.s..JTnbles· 36, · 3ls. 43).- The f.ore-arm inde~ con-
trasts the .1 ength of the hand with the 1 ength of. the radius· 
(Martin, lg28). The Negro, on account of a relatively long 
radius, has a low fore-arm index. The Bushman, on account of_ 
a relatively short hand, also has a low fore-arm index. On 
the other hand the Hamite and Hottentot, on account of rela-
. 
tively shorter radii, have higher fore-arm indices. The crit-
ical ratios in connection with the fore-arm index (Table 37) 
indicate that the tribes vary considerably. 
A high perce;ntage under Group A (Table 43) signi-· 
fies Bushr:lan or Negro affinity, while a high percentag~·under 
Group B signifies Hamitic or Hottentot affinity. 
Hand Leng:t.lh Hand WiQth, Lef¥ith of the Middle· Fi~.L-.!,Tables 
~,L_37, 44, 45, 46) ~-- The Bushmen have sm.~l hand dimensions. 
Smaller mean hand lengths and breadths in the :a·~tu ·indicate 
affinity to the Bushmen (Tables 36, 37). This is seen in the 
case of the Kwena, Kgalagadi and Sotho. Tables 44 and 45 show 
analyses of tne hand dimensions. In both tables the Kwena and · 
Kgalagadi show large percentages under group A. The length of1 
the middle finger shows the same tendencies ~s the hand length 
in the Kwena and .Kgalagadi. 
SECTION 7 - SKIN COLOUR 
As regards skin colour, the majority· .(77~4%) of 
the Soutl'l African Bantu studied can be classed as brown ( Nos. 
22tl8 on the Von Luschan colour scales). The Bushmen and the 
Hottentots ar~ lighter in colour. 
Tht? Gqunukwebe are lighter in skin colour than the 
' . 
other tribes. The largest percentage of darker skins ·i.s seen 
in the Xhosa. ':Fhe tribes ;;;tudied arE; on the whole considerably 
' lighter in skin colour than the Mozambique Bantu, who are mai~-
. ly of the black-brown ( No~ 31) and reddish brovm (No. 24) 
, 
categories. The lighter skin col.our of the South African BID-
tu may be attributed to the Bushman and the Hottentot admixture. 
GENERJ1,L DISCUSSION 
----------------------------------
In Table 47 and 48 su~aries a~shown of the crit-
ical ratios of the differences between the Qeans of the vault, 
facial, nasal, ear, trunk and, limb dimensions and indices. The 
main points emerging from the comparisons in these two tables 
are:-
The Gqynukwebe correspond most with the Xhosa and differ most 
from the ~l.H and the Kgalagadi; the Xhosa correspond most 
with the Gau~~ and the Fingo and differ most from the 
&gal~adi and the Kwenaf the Fingo correspond most with the 
Xhosa and differ most from the ~lagadi; the Zulu cor~espond 
most with the fingo and differ most from the ~~; the ~ 
.J&gadi and the G_gynu~be; the Sot.h.g differ equally from all 
the tribes; the K~ correspond most with the ~sgadi and 
differ most from the Zulu; the Kgalaga.91: correspond most with 
the Kwena and differ most from the Zulu and Qgunukwebe. When 
the tribes are placed in relation to one another, the extremes 
are then the Zulu, the Gqunukwebe, the Kwena-Kgalagadi and the 
. 
Sotho. The Fingo and Xhosa are somewhere between the Zulu 
·and Gqunukwebe on the one hand, while the Xhosa on the other 
show greater.affi~ity with the Kwena and the Kgal~adi than 
either the Fingo, the Gquimkwebe or the Zulu. 
The Bushmen show greater ~ffinity with the Kgala-
--
gadi, Kwena, Sotho and Xhosa, than with the Zulu, Fingo or 
Gqunukwebe. 
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The Gqunukwebe are a tribe of mixed Xhosa and Hot-
tentot origin. A comparison of their features with those of 
the other tribes showed t~at·they possess more Hottentot char~ 
acteristics than any other South African B:mtu tribe. On the 
other hand the critical ratios showed their affinity to the. 
Xhosa. 
The Xhosa are the largest Transkei tribe. They. 
speak a language closely related to the Zulu language. It 
contains three c~icks. The Xhosa in some Hamitic features 
show affinity to the Zulu. Their contact with Hott~;;ntots in 
the Eastern Cape Province is apparent f'rom a few charac~er­
istic Hottentot features. The Xhosa also exhibit some Bush-
man features. Vfuen migrating froo Central to South Africa, 
the Xhosa formed the Nguni vanguard and came ipto contact 
with large_ groups of Bushmen. 
-The Fingo came from Natal during the first quar-
. 
ter of the nineteenth century, and for e. time .. stayed amongst 
.. 
the Xhosa. In some respects the Fingo stil;L._rE;sembie the 
~ ~ 
ZUlu, but show more Xhosa than Zulu affinity. In the Eastern 
Cape Province the Fingo also.acquired a few !{ottentot features, 
either directly from the Hottentots,. or ~hrough the Gqunuk~e­
be or the Xhosa. 
The Zu1u tribe was formed froo related· Natal anq 
ZUlulanC: NL,"Uni clans between 1815 and 1835 •. The Zul.U are the 
most Hamitic or the South African Bnntu. tribes. Some ·"Asiatic" 
east coast elements have also beEm absorbed by them, ·e.g; 
mesaticephaly. No Bushman or Hottemtot features are seen in 
the Zulu, although their lan..__guaee contains. three clicks. 
The Sotho tribe was formed more than a centu~ 
ago by Moshesh from related Sotho clans. Nguni el~ments 
have also been taken up into the Sotho tripe_, but a large • 
.. 
section of these Nguni, while being looked upon by the tribe 
as Sotho, are still. pure Nguni. The Sotho clans :formed the 
' ..... 
Sotho-Tswana 1Vanguard in their migration to South Africa. 
Their language contains one click. A few Hamitic featurps 
... . 
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are seen in the Sotho, but a large number of features show the 
affinity of the Sotho to the Bushmen. 
The Kwena are a major Tswana tribe, living in the. 
Bechuanaland Protectorate. They have £or· a long ·time been in 
close contact with the Kgalagadi, a dependant Tswana tribe; 
that preceded them into Bechuanaland. The Kwena have also been 
' in contact with the Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert. The large 
number of Bushffian feat~res seen in the Kwena, show the effect 
of their long con tact with the Bushmen. More Bushman featur.es 
are seen in the Kwena than in the Sotho. 
The Kgalagadi, living mainly in the Kalahari Desert, 
correspond with the Kwena in many of their Bantu features. The 
,. 
effects of a sustained and close contact with the Bushmen are 
seen in a large number of features. The .Kgalagadi are more 
Bushmanoid than the Kwena. 
In Figures 1 and 2 a reflection is seen of the 
general tendency when these South African Bantu tribes are 
compared. 
.. 
t 
-· 
• o • ' • I I I 
-----·-·- --- -~+~-
; '· -.FIGURE_.2-, ~PQ.WiJig-,.(,a) the position of the seven South African 
.:( ·i ..•. B.ant\lttr:ibisJin ·respect of their affinity to one another, (b) 
· t t~~. ;extent ::t($· .. which 'they exhibit Rami ~ic, Bushman or Hot ten-....... 
. "" ~ .... ·. . . 
, . : ,· ._ .. :·:/ .... ~- -·~:to~. featureis :.'· 'of -the outer band the upper half (transv-ersely 
. ' 
• . 
. ·. S·:haded· area;): represents Bushman characteristics and the .lower 
h~lt:_Jvertica1ly-shaded area) represents Hottentot affinity. 
' . ·.-
·~ ~e, mi·Q.dle ib'arid· (stippled area) represents the Negro affinity, 
·'.:.: · a:qd· :t.n~_:innler~·band· '(left white) represents Hamitic genetic in-
fl~enc~ .• ,5 The)·black strip for the Zulu stretches across the 
e,nt,ire:· width of the· Hamitic band, and thi.s demonstrates that • .. ·-". 
. :th~y:,,show th:e imaximtim amount of Hamitic influence among the 
: Soutq 'Af\rican,·:Bantu tribes. Similar observations appl.y to 
::. .:: . . ,·..-: ~--:~---~~h~~;<iql;ln'Ukweb·e and·:I{galagadi in respect; of Hottentot and Bush-
~ 
-.man·J.nfluenc;e \r:espectively. 
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C 0 N C L, U S I 0 N S 
The high-medium statures of the 7 Bantu tribes 
studied are exceeded mainly by those of the Nilotes and the 
I 
Wes~ African Negroes. The lighter skin colour of these 
tribes in comparison with the Bantu as a whole, may be at-
tributed to Bushman-Hottentot admixture. 
GQUNUKWEBE.-- The Gqunukwebe are a tribe of mixed Xhosa and 
Hottentot origin. The following characteristics show their 
Hottentot affinity :-
(l.) Mean maximum head width, slightly wider than the head 
widths of the other tribes. 
(2) High percentage of tapeinocephaly, resulting from the 
small.er head height of the Hottentot. 
(3) High percentage of aristencephals, as the Hottentot has 
a relatively large head. 
( 4) Large· mean minimum frontal width. 
(5) Large mean bi-mastoid width. 
(6) Large mean width of the eyebrow ridges - an australoid 
feature acquired from australoid Hot~t.entots; also a large 
percentage of incli vi duals with prominent eyebrow ridges, 
likewise acquired from the australoid Hottentots. 
(7) Large mean maximum bi-zygomatic width. 
(8) Small mean upper and total facial heights. 
{:9) L.arge mean -gonion-gnathion length. 
~lO) Large mean bilabial index. 
(11) Large percentage of individuals with the·Bushman-Hott.en-
tot nasal type. 
(12) Large mean for the orbito-nasal index. 
(13) Small mean nasal root elevation and index. 
(14) Large percentage of hyperchamal;hine noses. 
(15) Similar means for the ear heights and ear widths; large 
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mean for the ear index. 
(16) High percentage of lobeless ears. 
{17) Large mean for the ear base index. 
(18) Light skin colour. 
XHOSA.-- The Xhosa are an Nguni tribe, and numerically the 
' . 
largest tribe in the Transkei. In some f~atures the Xhosa 
show affinity to the Natal N'guni, i.e. the Zulu,· in sor;1e fea-
tures to the Hottentots, and in some to the Bushmen. The fol-
lowing characteristics shew the affinity of ~he Xhosa to the 
ZUlu :-
{1) Large·mean supra-auricular head height. 
(2) Large percentage of Har.aitic.noses, common to both. 
(3) Large mean in the sitting height/stature index, again a 
H~itic feature comoon to both. 
The following charr.cteristics show :the affin"i ty of th.fLXhosa 
to . ..::.t ... h ;;;.e..:H~o-t.;;.t:.;e:..:n.;.;t:.:o:;..:t:.::.s : -
(l) Large mean width of the eyebrow ridges. 
(2) Large percentage of individuals with proL'dnent eyebrow 
ridges. 
(3) Large mean bi-zygomatic width. 
-The following features iri the Xhosa show their Bushl:1an 
_affinit:i : ... 
(l) Short, wide r.1andible. · 
(2) Smal1 mean nasal height. 
(3) Shor~.upper face. 
FINGO.- The Fingo ca!21e froo 1J::lt.'3..J_ during the first quarter 
of the nineteenth century and for a tir:-Je stayed arnongst the 
Xhosa. They now show more Xhosa than Zulu affinity. In the 
Eastern Cape Province they also acquired some Hottentot fea-
tures, either directly frot1 the Hottentots, or through the 
Xhosa and Gqunukwebe. In the fol1owing respects ~he Fingo 
resemble the Zulu :-
(l) Their heads tend towards brachycephaly. 
~- -- - -- - .-.----. ,.,.__._.~, --·--- -~ .......,__._. ----~-·- ·- ~ . ~. ~ - ~~.-
(2) Small mean bi-mastoid width, a Hamitic feature common ... to 
both groups. 
(3) Large percent8fi'e of Hamitic noses, again common to both 
groups. 
(4) Large mean nasal root elevation. 
(5) Large .mean ear heights and widths. 
(6) The Hamitic ~ype o~ ear lobules. 
(7) Large mean for the sitting height/stature index, -_again 
a Hamitic characteristic com~1on to both. 
(8) Large mean for the fore-aro index, - likewise a Hamitic 
feature. 
The Fingo acquired the following characteristics from the 
Hottentots after they had settled in the Eastern Cape Provincea-
(1) Tapeinoc epha.ly .• 
(2) Large mean minimuw frontal width. 
(3) Large mean of the eyebrow rfdges and a large percentage 
. . 
of individuals with prominent eyebrow riqges. 
(4) Large mean maxitnuo bi-zygouatic width. 
(5) Short upper face. 
ZULU.-- The Zulu tend towards brachycephaly oore·than any 
other South African Bantu tribe. This is an "Asiatic" feature. 
Further they show a high proportion of hypsicephaly and acro-
cephaly - more than the other South African Bantu tribes. 
The Zulu show ~r affinity with the Haoites in the following 
features:-
(1) Small mean bi-mastoid width. 
(2) Long face. 
(3) Large percentage of Haoitic noses. 
(4) Soall oean ~or the orbito-nasal index. 
(5) Large mean nasal root elevation and large mean for the 
nesal root index. 
{6) Large percentage, of mes~hine noses. 
(7) Large mean ear heights and widths. 
(8) Large and well developed ear.lobules. 
~~. ; ' :l' 
(6) Short and wide mandible. 
(?) Large proportion of noses of. the .Bushm~-Hottentot type. 
(8) Small mean nasal height and width. 
(9) Small n1ean ear height and width. 
(10) High percentage of lobeless ears. 
(ll) Large mean for the ear base index. 
{12). Small mean :for the sitting height/stature index. 
(:JL3) Small mean bi·~acromial width. 
(14) Small mean bi-cristal width and a soall n1ean for the bi-
cristal/sitting height index. 
-(15) Small mean foot dimensions and a small mean for.the foot 
index. 
{16.) Small mean hand dimensions. 
KGALA@t\,Dl •. - The Kgalagadi exhibit the following Bushman 
features :-
(l) Small mean supra-auricular head height, with a corres-
ponding high percentage of chamaecephal:s. 
(2) Large percentage of ol.igencephals. 
(3) Small mean miEJ iwum frontal width. 
(4) Large mean bi-mastoid width. 
(5) Small mean width of the eyebro1N ridges. 
(.6) Small mean oaximum bi-zygomatic width. 
(?) Short upper face. 
(8) Short, wide mandible. 
(9) Large percentage of noses of the BushrJan-Hottentot type •... 
• .I~· 
((10) Small mean nasal dimensions. 
(11) Large mean for the orbi to-nasal index. 
(JL2) high percentage of lobeless ears~ 
(13) Large mean for the ear base index. · 
·(14) Small. mean sitting height. 
(JLS) Small mean for the sitting height/stature index. 
(16) Small mean bi-acromial width. 
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(17) Small mean bi-cristal width. 
(18) Small meeJl for the bi-cristal/sitting height index. 
«19) Small mean foot dimensj_ons and a small mean for the 
foot index. 
(20) Small mean hand dimensions. 
.· .. 
SUMMARY 
A STATISTICAL COI'vli.PARISON OF THE PHYSICAL FEATUREs OF 
'FHE ZULU~XHOSA AND SOOTH SOTHQ.-T'SWANA PEOPLES OF 
SOUTH AFRICA 
by 
Frederick Wilhelm Strydom 
.This thesis contains the results of an anthropo-
metrical study of 970 South African Bantu males •. The measure-
ments were taken in the course of a lengthy journey by motor 
and trailer through the Ciskei and the Transkei in the Eastern 
Cape Province, Natal and Zululand, Basutoland and the Bechti-
analand Protectorate. 
The foll.owing is a list of the tr:lbes studied :-
Gqunukwebe Xhosa : 120) 
Gaika Xhosn : 130) 
Fingo 
Zulu 
South Sotho 
Kwena Tswana 
Kgalagadi Tswana 
: JL20) 
: 150) 
: 150) 
) 
: 150) 
: 150) 
250) 
) 
) 
2?0) 
520 Nguni·ma1es 
450 Sotho males 
TOTAL : 970 males between the ages of 21 and 75 
Some ~iving Bushmen were measured, and Bushman 
cranial data extracted from the literature, are compared with 
thoSe of the Bantu. 
Altogether 45 direct measurements were made of 
each individual. Five dimensions nnd 28 indices were calculat-
ed fro~ these and added to the data. Photographs were also 
taken of suitable representatives of each group. 
The thesis~contains a historical introduction. 
In the body of the thesis there are fifty tables, 
dealing respectively with the features of the cranium (vault), 
face, and especially of the nose and ear. There are 3lso sec-
tions on the trunk, limbs and skin colour. 
The data for each character have been analysed 
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statistically to show the range, mean, standard deviation and 
coefficient of variability , The critical ratios of the differ·~ 
ences between the means of the different dimensions and in-
dices are shown. 
The author has come to the following general con-
clusions as regards the relationship of these.tribes to one 
another:-
The Gqunukwebe, a tribe of mixed Xhosa and Hotten-
tot origin, exhibited more Hottentot featur~s _than any of the 
other tribes. The Xhosa tribe showe:Q affinity to the Fingo, 
the Gqunukwebe and the ZUlu, but also exhibit~ some Bushman 
and Hottentot fe~tures. The Hottentot features-were acquired 
by the Xhosa in 
1
the Eastern Cape Province. The Fingo, who 
migrated from Natal between 1815 and 1830 an.d then for a time 
' lived amongst the Xhosa in the Eastern Cape Province, show 
aff.ini ty to the Xhosa, the ZUlu and the Gqunukwebe. They ac-
quired-some Hottentot features in the Eastern Cape _Province. 
They .also retained some of the Zulu features acquired from 
the "Asiatic" east coast elements of Africa. l'he .Zulu exhibit 
no Bushman or Hottentot features, They are the most Hamitic 
South African tribe, but some "Asiatic" Afrjc·an east coast ele-
ments have been absorbed by them, e. g. a tendency to brachy-
cephaly. The Sotho are composed of Rami tic: ~Tegro and Bushman 
. ' 
elements. A large number of features show the Bushman affinity 
in the Sotho. -· The Kwena and 'Kgalagadi' live in the B echuana-
land Protectorate, the Kgalagadi in the Kale'hari Desert;· Where 
they have for a long' time been in close ·contact with the Bush-
men. In both the Kwena and Kgalagadi the effec·ts of a sustai:n-
# 
ed Bushman admixture are seen, in the Kgalag3.di ·more than in 
the Kwena. 
- ----r-··------ ------- ---
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